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The heart of this piece is a series of annotated translations of kanshi (po-
ems in Chinese) by Inaga Keishirō (Nanpo, 1865–1901), an educator 
and amateur poet from Tottori prefecture. Eighty-six of Nanpo’s poems 
were rediscovered in 2000. The translators have deciphered the holograph 
poem texts and placed the poetry in context. Their introductory essay of-
fers a biography of the poet and an outline of Meiji kanshi practice, and 
comments on developments in the world of kangaku. Kanshi during this 
period experienced its final flowering, remaining popular despite the trend 
toward modernity and Westernization and Japan’s gradual retreat from its 
Sinitic traditions. The kanshi renaissance of the Meiji era produced a large 
volume of appealing and lively poetry and reflected kanshi’s broadened 
demographic appeal. Several factors were at work, including educational 
reform and growth in the literacy rate, the reopening of contacts with Chi-
na, expansion of the media, and a conservative reaction against modern-
ization that set in during the 1880s. Much of Nanpo’s verse, like late Edo 
kanshi generally, displays a distinctively Japanese flavor; Chinese allusions 
are infrequent, as are conspicuous efforts to imitate past poets. His kanshi 
tend to be more conventional than novel or political in theme; in tone, 
the poems range from grave or melancholy to contented, even jocular. The 
introduction concludes with an analysis of Nanpo’s poetic style, topoi, 
diction, and his poetic persona. Despite the profusion of socio-political 
changes occurring around them, many kanshi poets in Meiji Japan re-
mained content with traditional themes, even while giving the occasional 
nod to modernity. Nanpo was among these poets, who outnumbered the 
better known modernists of the kanshi world. 
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Introduction
Flying about, swarms of fireflies—how many pairs of lights?
At a riverside kiosk I call for wine, drinking by myself.
Cygnus in the sky above the bridge, I’m moved by the autumn scene.
A single leaf has fallen from the paulownia by the window.
“Paulownia by the Window in Early Autumn” (poem 38)
Inaga Keishirō 稲賀恵四郎 (Nanpo 南畝, 1865–1901), whose life spanned the greater 
part of the Meiji era (1868–1912), was a school teacher and principal who lived in the town 
of Sakai-machi 境町, located in modern Sakaiminato 境港, Tottori prefecture.1 From his re-
mote vantage point on the seacoast in western Honshu, Nanpo witnessed almost four decades 
of rapid social and political reforms, ushered in by the Meiji Restoration of 1868, the catalyst 
for Japan’s modernization. During these years, the country rapidly transformed itself from an 
isolated, nearly defenseless and largely agrarian nation to a prosperous industrialized state. 
Yet many conservative intellectuals including Nanpo himself were looking both backwards 
and forwards at this time, continuing to uphold traditional cultural pursuits long valued by 
the elite. Kanshi poetry was one of these. Keishirō left behind to his descendants a remark-
able unpublished collection of eighty-six kanshi poems.2 An amateur poet who apparently 
published only one of his verses, he nonetheless wrote confidently on a range of topics, both 
traditional and contemporary in nature. While there are numerous published anthologies of 
kanshi by famous literati of the late Edo and Meiji eras, collections by amateurs rarely surface, 
having been lost, discarded, or buried and forgotten among the private papers of individual 
households. Inaga Keishirō’s collection, although small, stands as a testament to the skills of 
amateur kanshi poets from this period, as well as to the enduring presence of kanshi as a part 
of the fabric of literary life and culture in the Meiji era.
Except for four octaves, the kanshi in Keishirō’s collection are all quatrains. This pref-
erence for writing shorter compositions rather than longer forms such as the pailü 排律 
was common among nineteenth century kanshi poets. A number of corrected samples of 
Keishirō’s kanbun 漢文 (Chinese prose) schoolwork and a few other poems have also sur-
vived. Among these is one published kanshi, previously noted, which has come down to us in 
a festschrift titled Gigakushū 義学集, compiled in honor of a physician named Ōnishi Genyū 
大西元祐 (style name Kissai 吉斎) on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday, in 1901.3 This 
poem, translated in Appendix 1, is doubtless among Keishirō’s last poems, since he died the 
same year.
Keishirō spent most of his life in Sakai-machi. Except for details contained in “Ie no 
enkakushi” (The Inaga Family History, originally compiled by Keishirō’s son Jō 襄 in 1943),4 
and some funereal records and writings archived in Hiroshima, little information survives 
regarding his life. Nevertheless, an illuminating, albeit brief, portrait of the man can be 
glimpsed in the following obituary written by Jō:
They say Father was quite an unruly young lad, but he was devoted to his parents 
and a friend to his siblings. He was clever, possessing a keen intelligence, a love of 
learning, and the desire to go and study at distant places. However, Mother was 
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not in favor of his going far away, and whenever he would run off she would bring 
him back. So in the end, he knuckled down and spent his days living in his home-
town. After the household was divided,5 my uncle Eizaburō 栄三郎, the third elder 
brother, made a special effort to give him a free hand wherever possible; they say 
that father built the garden with his own hands.6 Father’s two younger [sic] sisters 
Asa[no] あさ and Tomi[no] とみ would accompany him once a year on a trip, and 
they would all have a most convivial time together.7 Father loved writing poetry 
and reading, as well as playing chess and bonsai. He would head to the countryside 
to refresh himself, recreating in the mountains and going fishing, always with his 
son Jō at his side. Father often had intestinal trouble and in his later years lost his 
health. He was five shaku and five sun in height, his chest measured two shaku and 
nine sun, and he weighed barely fourteen kan.8 Father would say, “If I make it to 
the age of fifty, I’ll resign from my post and take a retirement job, even at a bank.” 
Nevertheless, in the end, he did not even reach the age of forty.9
Keishirō’s collection of kanshi, although never published, was carefully preserved by Jō 
after his father’s death. Later, after Jō’s own death, on 12 November 1944, the manuscript was 
Fig. 1. Inaga Keishirō (Nanpo, 1865–1901)
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kept by his widow, Kikuno きくの, eventually passing into the hands of Jō’s son Keiji 敬二 
and later, Keiji’s son Shigemi 繁美, who obtained it in 2003.10 A facsimile of the manuscript 
is reproduced below, as Appendix 2, on pages 108–22. In a letter to Judith Rabinovitch dated 
5 September 2007, Inaga Shigemi explained the collection’s rediscovery as follows:
The handwritten collection of which you have a copy is the only thing left from my 
[great-] grandfather which I could excavate among the materials my father collected 
in the house in Sakaiminato [in] 2000 shortly before his own death. Because of [an] 
earthquake, the house had been damaged and needed to be dismantled. I [had] 
never heard of the collection while my father was alive, and it was by consulting 
the family genealogy written by my grandfather two years before his death . . . that 
I could identify the material.11 My grandmother seems to have kept the notebook 
with care. . . .
The unusual provenance of these poems and the form in which we received them pre-
sented some unanticipated problems. First, the collection contains no introduction or com-
mentaries, apart from a small number of poem notes added to the titles by Keishirō himself. 
A limited amount of biographical information about the poet’s life is available, but we know 
rather little about his poetic activities beyond what can be gleaned from the actual poems. 
Contextual information would have been helpful in making sense of the more Delphic lines 
that occur, especially in the occasional poetry. However, the greater challenge was to decipher 
the calligraphy and prepare an accurate printed text. The writing is generally legible, but 
towards the middle of the manuscript the characters become more cursive and somewhat 
rough in places. Moreover, the manuscript also includes a wide range of itaiji 異体字 (variant 
graphs). Such graphs were commonly used throughout Japanese history, even into modern 
times.12   
We have compared positively identified samples of Keishirō’s handwriting with those of 
his son Jō, and while it seems probable that the manuscript is in Keishirō’s hand, we cannot 
rule out the possibility that it is a transcription by Jō instead. The reason for our uncertainty 
is the presence of a brief inscription on the outer cover of the document which reads: 亡父
稲賀南畝(恵四郎)遺稿 (“My deceased father Inaga Nanpo [Keishirō]’s posthumous manu-
script).” However, this notation does not necessarily mean that the pages that follow were also 
in Jō’s handwriting. We also note that in some places the wording of a poem has been modi-
fied slightly, with various characters crossed out and new ones added. While it seems unlikely 
that anyone other than Keishirō would have taken such liberties, there is a remote chance that 
Jō could have made the emendations himself, as he too was expert in Chinese composition. 
The Inaga Nanpo collection has no headings indicating categories or subgroups, but 
two basic organizational principles appear to be operating: seasonal and thematic. As to its 
general structure, after opening with a few poems on various topics the collection offers a 
series of summer poems, later moving into autumn verse and then concluding with some 
examples set in winter. Interspersed throughout these broad categories are items on a range of 
topics, many without seasonal references; Keishirō perhaps composed them during the season 
where he situated them in the collection. Only one poem, celebrating the Emperor Meiji’s 
birthday, can be accurately dated; others make vague reference to political events and wars 
but cannot be placed in time. 
It is also unknown whether this body of verse constitutes Keishirō’s total output in his 
lifetime or is merely a distillation of poems viewed as his best. For someone who professed 
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such a fondness for versification, eighty-six poems, nearly all of them quatrains, seems a 
rather small corpus, even considering that the poet lived only to the age of thirty-six. We will 
probably never know what criteria Keishirō used in assembling his collection and can only 
surmise that besides literary merit (as he saw it), he gave weight to factors such as sentimental 
attachment to a person or place featured in a poem. In any event, the compositions vary in 
terms of literary quality and interest, and some may have been included primarily for per-
sonal reasons.     
A Short Account of the Life and Career of Inaga Keishirō  
Before discussing the collection any further, a brief biography of Keishirō and his im-
mediate family follows, based on the aforementioned family history (which is contained in 
Inaga 2003). Our subject Keishirō was the fourth son of Teijirō (1818–1888), who was the 
fourth generation head of the main lineage (honke 本家) of the Inaga family.13 A prosper-
ous, hardworking rice farmer and sake brewer, Teijirō rose to become the village head of 
Agarimichi 上道 (in Sakai) in 1858, remaining in this capacity for some fifteen years and 
receiving many official commendations. He enjoyed belles lettres, but because of his family 
responsibilities devoted himself to his business endeavors and accumulated a large estate.14 
In 1880, when Keishirō was in his mid-teens, the family, along with the rest of the village of 
Agarimichi, renounced Buddhism and adopted the Shintō faith, thereafter worshipping at 
the Great Shrine of Izumo.15 
Teijirō’s first wife, Matsuno, died in the seventh year of Kaei (1854), aged thirty-five, 
after which Teijirō married Sasaki Fuyu (d. 1895).16 He had three children by his first wife: 
Yoshi よし (1841–1916), Shūichirō 修一郎 (1843–1886), and Ryūji 龍二 (1848–1931).17 
With his second wife he had five: first daughter Asano (1856–1919), first son Eizaburō 
(1857–1895), son Yasaburō 彌三郎 (1860–1862), daughter Tomino (1862–1941), and fi-
nally, Keishirō.18 
Keishirō’s elder half-brother Ryūji figures prominently in the family’s history, especially 
since he later became the guardian of Keishirō’s children. Intelligent, quick-witted, and a suc-
cessful entrepreneur, Ryūji was at the same time firm and unyielding, with a temperament 
apparently well suited to politics. He became a notable local citizen, serving in top positions 
in both local and prefectural administration, while also pursuing Chinese studies on the side 
with a scholar named Sakatani Rōro 阪谷朗廬 (1822–1881). At some point, Keishirō’s rela-
tions with Ryūji became strained. Their father Teijirō had apparently built a separate home 
for Keishirō in the northwestern corner of the family estate in Agarimichi. After Teijirō’s 
death, discord arose between the two brothers over Keishirō’s wish to gain title to the land 
his home occupied, causing Keishirō to give up that residence and acquire a slightly more 
distant house in July 1890.19 The new home, purchased from one Okada Shōsaku 岡田庄作, 
was located in Miyanomae 宮ノ前 (later called Suehiro-chō 末広町), in the heart of Sakai.20 
Two weeks after buying the Okada house, Keishirō, now twenty-six years old, married Ōmori 
Kiyo 大森きよ, aged sixteen, and established a branch family line as the eldest surviving son 
of Teijirō and Fuyu.
A capable and keen student, Keishirō attended the Agarimichi Primary School between 
the ages of ten and fifteen. Immediately after graduating, in January of 1880, he entered the 
Yonago 米子 campus of the Tottori Prefectural Teachers Training College and remained there 
six months before transferring to the Shimane Prefectural Teachers Training College, where 
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he spent a year. In 1882, Keishirō received his Secondary Teacher’s Certificate, and in 1883, 
aged nineteen, he began his first teaching appointment at his alma mater, Agarimichi Primary 
School, receiving a salary of five yen a month. From then on, Keishirō held a series of posi-
tions in the local schools, moving from one to another in rapid succession and apparently 
feeling some strain, or at least bewilderment, in the process: “Carrying my satchel, east and 
west, how often I’ve changed schools! / Short on talent, never desiring reputation or fame,” he 
laments in poem 19, hinting also that he was not entirely satisfied with his accomplishments 
or performance.
In 1884, Keishirō began to teach at the nearby Sakai Primary School but stayed only 
a year before resigning and reentering the Shimane Prefectural Teachers Training College, in 
March of 1885. After leaving the college in July the following year, he studied Chinese by 
correspondence with one Uchimura Yūsuke 内村友輔, who lived in nearby Matsue 松江, 
and then in the autumn he took up an appointment as principal of the Agarimichi Primary 
School. In 1887, Keishirō became head of the Agarimichi Normal Primary School (tempo-
rarily renamed Shōkei Normal Primary School in 1888), receiving eight yen a month. In 
1891, he received training in pedagogy and school administration, taking further courses in 
pedagogy two years later. During the year in between, 1892, Keishirō seems to have taught 
at Agarimichi Normal. He took a new position at the Sakai Normal Primary School in 1893, 
serving as a teacher and school principal, with additional pay increases.21  
In February 1893, Keishirō’s only son, Jō, was born. In August of 1895, he lost his 
mother Fuyu, just five days after the death of his brother Eizaburō. Keishirō’s daughter Miki 
みき was born in 1896, and in April of the following year he went with a friend named Ada-
chi Sei 足立正22 to study in Tokyo at the Japan Bookkeeping School (Nihon Boki Gakkō 日
本簿記学校) for five months. Throughout the 1890s, Keishirō seems to have prospered: his 
earnings rose steadily, reaching twenty-one yen a month by 1900, a high income for those 
days. In addition, he appears to have received a merit pay raise of 15 percent from the Shi-
mane prefectural government in 1898, as well as further raises and merit awards right up to 
the time of his death.23
In May 1899, Keishirō took ill with pleurisy, apparently caused by tuberculosis. His 
health rallied after about a month of treatment, but instead of reducing his workload he 
increased it, assuming an additional post as principal of Sakai Commercial Training School, 
in August 1900.24 By the following March his pleurisy had returned, sending him to Matsue 
Hospital in the third week of his illness. There he remained for a month. Only eight days 
after his discharge, his condition having suddenly deteriorated, he died at home on 28 May 
1901.25 Just thirty-six, he left behind a wife and two young children. 
After Keishirō’s passing, his widow Kiyo received from the school system a lump-sum 
payment of ninety-four yen, less than a third of her husband’s annual salary at the time of 
his death. This compensation was provided in lieu of pension benefits, because Keishirō was 
apparently four months short of the requisite fifteen years of service.26 With only this small 
benefit to sustain them, Kiyo and her two children had to go and live with Keishirō’s half-
brother Ryūji. Jō’s substantial inheritance of 1200 yen, which included the proceeds from the 
sale of his father’s house to the Ikuta family, was entrusted to Ryūji. By the time Jō became 
eligible to receive these funds only 764 yen remained, the rest having been spent on his edu-
cational fees and living expenses.27
Jō describes with frankness the spartan life he led in his uncle’s house following the 
untimely death of his father: 
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My [late] Uncle Eizō’s children—Inaga Iichirō 稲賀偉一郎, Tei 貞, and the oth-
ers28—and I were brought up in an edifying and nurturing environment provided 
by Ryūji. He raised us with great strictness, encouraging hard toil, self-control, 
frugality, and devotion to study. Apart from those times when we were in school, 
there was, of course, no going out [to play]; no frivolous amusements were permit-
ted indoors either. Every day we would rise early, clean the house, and help in the 
pawnshop. Summer afternoons, we had two hours to swim, and we were taken on 
a trip to the mountains once or twice a year. We were allowed to go home to see 
mother only at O-bon and New Year’s. This life lasted about five years, from the 
time I finished fourth grade at Agarimichi Normal Primary School until I graduated 
from Agarimichi Secondary School four years later.29 
It is not difficult to imagine the loneliness Jō must have experienced during this chap-
ter of his life, living apart from his mother Kiyo. In the spring of 1902, Kiyo had returned 
with her daughter Miki to Enosaki 江崎 (in Sakai) to help her mother Fusa ふさ take care 
of her ailing, paraplegic father, Ōmori Taminosuke 大森民助.30 After leaving Agarimichi 
Secondary, in 1907, Jō entered an agricultural training school in Yodoe, on the advice of his 
late father’s friend Adachi Sei (mentioned earlier), who was the school principal, and stud-
ied there for a year. Jō had intended to continue his agricultural studies in Kurayoshi 倉吉, 
Tottori prefecture, and then work in rural development in Hokkaidō. Ryūji opposed these 
plans, however, and only permitted him to receive teacher training locally, where he obtained 
a provisional primary teaching certificate in 1909.31 Jō continued his studies at the Tottori 
Teachers Training College and four years later obtained his full teaching credential. He was 
by now nineteen years old, the age at which his father had taken his first teaching position. 
Jō’s education, however, was far from over: he taught school for only a year, living most of the 
time with Ryūji, before deciding to go back to school yet again, for another four years, despite 
Ryūji’s strong opposition to the plan. This time he entered Hiroshima Teachers Training Col-
lege, where he studied Japanese and Chinese literature, finally graduating in March 1918. 
That same month, Jō married Inaga Kikuno (d. 1980), the eldest daughter of Ryūji’s 
adopted son Kumajū 熊十.32 Jō writes (with palpable disappointment) in the family history 
that it was a perfunctory ceremony, held at Ryūji’s house. The totality of the ceremony, ac-
cording to Jō’s recollections, was a single pronouncement by his uncle: “From today, Jō and 
Kikuno shall be husband and wife.” 33 The couple’s first child, a daughter named Toshiko 敏
子, was born in 1920, their first son, Shin’ichi 晋一, in 1922, and a second son, Keiji (men-
tioned earlier), in 1928. 
Like his father Keishirō, Jō grew up to become a dedicated educator, spending many 
active years abroad in a succession of responsible appointments in China’s Liaoning and Jilin 
provinces.34 The China years were not, however, without tragedy: in 1928, while Jō was em-
ployed at a school in Lüshun旅順, Shin’ichi died from pneumonia, following an intestinal in-
flammation.35 The child’s grandmother Kiyo (Keishirō’s widow) came all the way to China for 
the funeral and then bore Shin’ichi’s remains home to Sakai to be buried alongside Keishirō. 
A compelling waka poem (taken from a larger collection written by Jō for his son) is inscribed 
on the child’s headstone: Wasureyo to / iu hito no ari / shinishi ko o / wasurete nani o / omoe to 
iuran (“Someone said to me / ‘try to forget about him’— / my child who has passed away: / 
but what else would he have me think about / if I put him out of my mind?)36                  
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In May 1935, intending to retire, Jō returned to Sakai with his family to a new house 
he had built in Shinonome-chō 東雲町. For more than a year and a half he enjoyed fish-
ing, reading, gardening, and making excursions into the hills, pursuits similar to those of 
his father. But in 1937, Jō returned by himself to China, remaining there as a middle school 
principal until 1942, when he went back to Japan. The following year, he returned once more 
to China to take a temporary position as Director of the newly founded Longjing (Ryūsei) 
Women’s National High School, in what was then known as Kantō-shō 間島省 in modern 
Jilin province, near the border with North Korea. He stayed there until his sudden death on 
12 November 1944, the very day of the farewell ceremony marking his final retirement. Jō 
was to have returned to Japan just a few days later.37
Jō was, by all accounts, the very image of his father in both temperament and intellec-
tual prowess: tolerant and respectful in his personal relationships, hard-working, and schol-
arly. His second son Keiji, who became a professor of literature specializing in the Japanese 
classics at Hiroshima University, makes the comment in the family history that Jō seems to 
have mirrored his father Keishirō in both his professional and private life. Hoping to avoid 
his father’s fate of dying young while still working, Jō had intended to retire early, at forty. 
He did not, however, follow through with his plan, being overly dedicated to his work—just 
like his father, who had continued working despite suffering from tuberculosis and had died 
while concurrently holding two administrative appointments.38 
Jō left a small collection of essays and letters, as well as some poetry in Japanese. His 
writings include reflections on his early youth following his father’s death, the lyrics of two 
school songs he composed in 1937 and 1940, comments on books he had read in his lat-
er years, and ten waka written to mark the occasion of his retirement from the school in 
Longjing, just before his death.39 There is also a kanbun piece written to commemorate the 
founding of a school alumni magazine he had founded in 1937, a journal titled Isshin 一心. 
Despite the fact that Jō, like his father Keishirō, had an extensive background in Chinese, 
having studied Japanese and Chinese literature while a student in Hiroshima, the family 
commemorative volumes (Inaga 2003), which preserve his extant writings, do not contain 
any kanshi by him. While this is curious, especially given that he had lived so many years in 
China, Jō’s literary tastes evidently lay elsewhere, a reflection perhaps of the gradual shift away 
from kanshi composition that had already set in by the time he entered school in the late 
1890s. We turn now to the Meiji period itself and the subject of kanshi to provide contextual 
background for the life and career of Jō’s father Keishirō, who grew up in an entirely different 
intellectual and political milieu.
Kanshi Versification during the Meiji Era: Its Socio-Intellectual Milieu and Themes 
Although many envision the Meiji era as a time when Japan rapidly moved to shed the 
influence of Chinese tradition in the wake of European-inspired modernization, the process 
of Japan’s distancing itself from its heritage in fact took decades. The Japanese elite, emerging 
in the 1860s from centuries of national isolation under the Tokugawa regime, looked to the 
West for knowledge and inspiration as they embarked on radical reforms in every area. But 
in no way did kanshi, so vital a genre in the late Edo age among samurai, scholar-officials, 
townsmen, and educated farmers alike, slip into the background or lose prestige among Japa-
nese intellectuals.40 In fact, viewed in retrospect, the Meiji era saw the last great flowering of 
the kanshi tradition, which seemed to gain momentum and renewed energy during these 
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tumultuous times and managed to remain popular for at least another half century. Donald 
Keene observes that “probably never since the Nara period had there been such a vogue for 
composition in [Chinese],” reminding us “no sense of foreignness was felt when writing 
classical Chinese” and that “serious literature” meant none other than poetry and prose in 
Chinese, not in the vernacular.41 
Kanshi composition was fostered both in private academies and through the activities 
of poetry societies (ginsha 吟社 or shisha 詩社). These societies flourished throughout Japan 
during Meiji, encouraged in part by the lifting of travel restrictions, which drew literati to 
large cities, especially Tokyo. The rapid growth and vitality of newspaper journalism and the 
printing industry during the Meiji decades contributed to the production and circulation 
of specialized kanshi journals, books, and newspaper columns. Persons of every intellectual 
and political persuasion wrote kanshi: conservatives and radicals, supporters and opponents 
of both the bakufu (shogunate) and the Restoration, pro-Western learning types and the 
intellectually conservative. As Marius Jansen writes, kanshi during the Meiji years were being 
produced by even “rural, nonsamurai village leaders,” and the poetry societies of the times 
included members from different social and political groups.42 As the literacy rate increased 
following the institution of compulsory education in 1879,43 so too did the numbers of 
kanshi versifiers—not only professionals but also amateurs like Nanpo, who enjoyed kanshi 
mainly as a pastime. They kept alive the venerable Chinese literary tradition that had contin-
ued without interruption since the seventh century. 
Throughout the Meiji era, despite the closure in 1870 of the Shōheikō 昌平黌 
(Shōheizaka Gakumonjo 昌平坂学問所),44 the shogunate’s official academy for Confucian 
studies, Chinese studies (kangaku 漢学) continued to flourish under the new regime. De-min 
Tao summarizes the status of kangaku in this period as follows:
Despite the tide of Westernization, the rise of State Shintō, and the decline of orga-
nized Confucianism in Meiji Japan, Chinese studies in the areas of language, litera-
ture, philology, and traditional sciences and technologies tenaciously continued in 
some ways. These new developments had their own underlying logic, justified by a 
long tradition of Japanese Sinology, which was greatly enhanced during the previ-
ous Tokugawa period, and by the new circumstances under which Sinologists could 
travel to China and communicate with Chinese scholars. Such travel had been un-
thinkable to their Tokugawa predecessors. Diplomatic and commercial needs also 
generated interest in China.45 
Contemporary scholarship has shown that Meiji kangaku almost inevitably changed 
with the times, showing new emphases that reflect the growing contacts with China, to-
gether with the influence of Western scholarly methodologies and learning. Some early Meiji 
scholars saw the recent stampede towards Western learning, including the study of foreign 
languages, as grounds for a renewal of attention to Chinese learning, especially a return to 
its “essence,” its supposedly purer pre-Song and Ming forms that predated the influence of 
Neo-Confucian metaphysics upon classical study. Moreover, in the works of certain leading 
kangaku scholars, such as Kano Naoki 狩野直喜 (1868–1947) and Shigeno Yasutsugu 重
野安繹 (1827–1910), we find a new emphasis upon mastering modern Chinese in order to 
communicate directly with Chinese scholars and officials. Some even advocated using Chi-
nese native pronunciation (onyomi 音読み) rather than the traditional kakikudashi 書き下
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し method to read Chinese texts.46 
Another notable area of emphasis in Meiji kangaku was the broadening of focus to in-
clude all facets of contemporary Chinese culture and society, using social scientific approaches 
rather than merely an ethico-moral framework, as had been the practice in earlier centuries. 
This inquiry extended to popular fiction, folk religion, and political trends and events. Many 
of these areas of interest were previously either out of reach, owing to the isolationist policies 
of the shogunate, or else simply ignored as unworthy of a true scholar’s attention. This “mod-
ern” thrust all but replaced the earlier activities of kangakusha 漢学者 (Japanese Sinologists) 
that had centered upon the production of textual commentaries, which appeared more rarely 
in this period than in generations before.47 
As modernization—and Westernization—progressed, reaching a peak in the late 1870s, 
a debate over Japan’s moral climate and the negative consequences of rapid, liberalizing West-
ernization took place at the highest levels of government. A conservative reaction set in, one 
that sought a revival of Confucian values in the education system and in society as whole. 
As Margaret Mehl points out, “Studying Confucian texts provided not only moral principles 
but cultural identity in an era of continuing Westernization. . . .”48 Classical studies, and by 
association Chinese verse, were promoted anew as a vehicle for safeguarding time-honored 
moral values. Iritani Sensuke has observed that versification in Chinese during the Meiji 
years served as a sort of literary “defense mechanism,”49 a conservative but reassuring shield 
employed by intellectuals to counter the deep sense of social and emotional dislocation at-
tendant upon the rapid modernization of Japan. 
The renowned novelist Natsume Sōseki 夏目漱石 (1867–1916) apparently wrote one 
kanshi a day in the last year of his life as a form of spiritual release,50 having grown increas-
ingly disaffected by his nation’s infatuation with things Western and its sometimes reck-
less-seeming, uncritical adoption of foreign institutions and practices. Feeling sullied by his 
mornings caught up in writing Meian 明暗, Sōseki apparently discovered through writing 
kanshi a means to cleanse his soul and find transcendental peace.51 Angela Yiu theorizes that 
“the blockish appearance of kanshi on the printed page suggests a solid and comforting shel-
ter for a tired spirit,” its rigid eight-line form conveying “a kind of order not associated with 
the free-flowing Japanese script.” Thus, by using kanshi as his medium toward the end of his 
life, Sōseki was able “to carve out a tranquil space in which he retreats temporarily from a 
society and civilization that at times he finds ludicrous.”52 In other words, by writing kanshi, 
with their balanced parallelism, regular rhyme, and fixed forms, Sōseki could “impose an 
artificial sense of order and beauty on the things that he sees and feels.”53 In his well-known 
last kanshi, he writes:
The true way is lonely and hard to find,  
With my empty bosom I travel through past and present.  
Green water, green mountain—where is Self?  
All over heaven and earth is the absence of consciousness.54
Many other intellectuals of Sōseki’s era similarly practiced kanshi composition as a form 
of escape or release from stress, exploiting the expressive power inherent in its rich vocabulary 
and compact imagery. Particularly for those most sensitive to the speed and drastic nature 
of social and political change during the Meiji years, kanshi served as a stabilizing link with 
Japan’s cultural heritage, a counterweight to the Western-influenced Japanese writings with 
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their spirit of exuberant materialism and self-preoccupation. Moreover, Japanese vernacular 
poetry offered comparatively limited scope for handling the complex political and intellec-
tual issues confronting those who participated in public life. Even in early times, kanshi had 
sometimes been employed as a vehicle for social and political commentary, treating a range of 
rather prosaic and “uncourtly” topics such as liquor prohibitions, taxation, poverty, and even 
aging and disease.55 During the late Tokugawa and throughout the Meiji period, the kanshi 
genre was similarly utilized for social satire and political dissent, conveying impassioned con-
cern for the fate of the nation. 
The works of some of Nanpo’s contemporaries are sometimes sardonic, even savage, in 
their tone, displaying disillusionment over the rapidity and the drastic nature of the changes 
occurring in Meiji Japan. Some poets derided figures in public life whom they saw as grasping 
and hypocritical—those who were striving opportunistically to advance their careers in an 
ever more “modern” and materialistic world. Many writers felt passionately that on cultural, 
political, and moral fronts the new regime was betraying Japan and was contributing to the 
demise of a style of life they considered sacrosanct and had always taken for granted. Ōnuma 
Chinzan 大沼枕山 (1818–1891), one of the leading Meiji kanshi poets, is said to have criti-
cized the new regime, declaring, “The government of the emperor is not admirable,” an opin-
ion that led to his being arrested by the Imperial Police Department.56 Not surprisingly, the 
politically charged kanshi of the many progressive writers convey a sense of immediacy and 
authenticity that is often missing in the verse of more traditional writers, Nanpo included. 
Indeed, Nanpo’s poetry—and that of countless of his contemporaries—is largely colored by 
cultural and literary conservatism, a subject to which we will now turn. 
As in the Edo age and earlier centuries, the majority of kanshi still dealt with traditional, 
almost timeless, themes and topics, including natural beauty and seasonal change, simple 
domestic pursuits, rural reclusion, and the solitary pleasures of travel. As Yiu observes, even 
some of Natsume Sōseki’s kanshi are replete with images of life in reclusion, calling to mind 
the eremiticism of Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365–427) and utilizing time-honored allusions 
that evoke the simpler life of the impoverished but noble rustic who is able to remain aloof 
from society.57 Few topoi explored in Edo verse disappeared in the Meiji era, whether the 
imaginary hermit, the hazy moon in spring, or the suddenly falling flower that captures the 
poet’s fancy. For this reason much of Nanpo’s work and that of his peers could easily pass for 
verse written hundreds of years earlier, being essentially rooted in the past and evoking nos-
talgia for a way of life that seemed to be disappearing. Nanpo is typically seen delighting in 
such pastimes as observing his garden, bathing at onsen, and drinking sake in quiet solitude. 
Occasionally, he breaks out of this placidity to voice sentiments of patriotism and a muted 
admiration for his nation’s progress, emotions clearly reflecting the political and social devel-
opments of his age. However, such emotional departures are rather unusual, and the mood of 
Nanpo’s poetry is generally calm and sanguine.
Nanpo’s verse displays few signs of stylistic innovation or marked attempts at experi-
mentation. While sometimes introducing specifically Japanese topics of personal or social 
interest, Nanpo largely stayed within the confines of traditional kanshi diction and rhetoric 
and continued to follow as best as he could the rules for the implementation of rhyme and 
tone. Furthermore, Nanpo’s poetry displays little interest in Western intellectual currents, 
the influences of which were likely attenuated anyway by the time they reached the outlying 
region where Nanpo resided. Instead, his continuing engagement with Chinese literature and 
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its traditions is what strikes the reader most: nowhere is this more apparent than in poems 83 
and 84, both titled “Opening My Books and Thinking about the Ancients,” where Nanpo 
celebrates the legacy of Chinese literature: 
Poetry peaked in the High Tang age, melodic rhythms divine.  
Writings cultivating ancient righteousness, prosodic rules renewed.  
This lingering brilliance for a thousand years has never disappeared—  
Long will the works bequeathed to us enlighten our descendents.
I reflect upon the singing and writing that took place during those years— 
The sentiments of ancient times I often seek in books.  
The soul of this verse has managed to last, its noble spirit remains.  
We still record how the plum blossom is a friend to the cold.
The conservatism expressed in these poems calls to mind the works of Fukuda Kodōjin 
福田古道人 (1865–1944), a renowned but thoroughly backward-looking kanshi poet who 
seems to have remained virtually untouched by the Meiji Restoration. Consciously retreating 
from the modern world, he burrowed deep into the recesses of tradition, writing poetry that 
seems more Daoist in theme and tone than that of the great Chinese Daoist masters them-
selves.58 The second line of his quatrain “Alone I Joy” contains a rare (for him) and dismissive 
passing reference to the modern world and its tainting influences:
Alone I joy in the Way of the Ancients,  
living hidden away, declining the world’s fumes.  
Birds sing—the mountain has a resonance;  
flowers fall—the streams form written words.59
Although Nanpo, like Kodōjin, seemed to have rather conventional tastes, he was 
nevertheless accepting of the many new inventions and industrial innovations appearing all 
around him: the collection includes poems about a damaged warship, hot air balloons, and 
even a dredging boat. Other kanshi poets from the same period reveled in describing such 
extraordinary phenomena as gas lamps, introduced to Tokyo in 1875, electric lights, which 
appeared in 1884, the Western umbrella, the European barbershop, and Western cuisine.60 
These foreign innovations feature prominently in Meiji kanshi, investing it with a sense of 
novelty and vitality.
From the early decades of the nineteenth century, kanshi poets were increasingly tak-
ing notice of the outside world. Their poetry often addressed current events of national sig-
nificance that were being reported in the emerging news media throughout Japan. Saigō 
Takamori 西郷隆盛 (1827–1877) alludes to the invasion of Korea in a quatrain written 
following his resignation from his post in the Meiji government,61 and the female kanshi poet 
Yanagawa Kōran 梁川紅蘭 (1803–1879) mentions none other than the queen of England 
in “On Hearing of the Chōshū Campaign,” one of her best known verses, which deals with 
national affairs: 
I hear that battle dust rises by the Western Sea—  
Who are loyal among the court officials?  
I weep with emotion, but do not laugh at me.  
The ruler of England is a woman, too.62
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Sino-Japanese Cultural Interchange and the Japanese Rediscovery of China 
An emerging self-confidence and a spirit of curiosity about foreign lands came to char-
acterize the consciousness of countless intellectuals living in the Meiji period. It became com-
mon for serious Sinologues to visit China, especially after formal diplomatic relations with 
China were established, in 1877. Inspired by the fifth provision of the Charter Oath of 
Five Articles (1868), which stated, “Knowledge shall be sought throughout the world so as 
to invigorate the foundations of imperial rule,”63 many felt compelled to venture abroad. 
Some studied foreign languages and literatures while others sought practical knowledge, later 
writing about their experiences in travelogues, journals, and poetry. Oda Jun’ichirō 織田
純一郎 (1851–1919) and Natsume Sōseki spent periods in England, Mori Ōgai 森鷗外 
(1862–1922) in Germany. Takezoe Seisei 竹添井井 (1841–1917) visited Chang’an and 
other locales in China,64 while in 1907 the historian Shigeno Yasutsugu realized his own 
dream to visit China.65 
This resumption of official contact with China after more than two centuries enabled 
Japanese scholars and public figures to form social and professional connections with their 
Chinese counterparts, from whom they acquired current knowledge in a wide range of fields 
including Qing verse.66 As Watson reminds us, the new open-door policy “helped to foster 
the spread and improvement of kanshi writing.”67 In 1878 the renowned poet Mori Shuntō 
森春濤 produced an anthology of Qing poetry, and in 1879 Huang Zunxian 黄遵憲, a 
high-ranking Chinese diplomat in the legation in Tokyo, compiled an anthology of Chinese 
poems titled Riben zashishi 日本雑事詩 [Poems from Japan on Miscellaneous Subjects], this 
apparently based on his early experiences living in Japan.68 Huang was also invited to write a 
preface to what became the most famous mid-Meiji anthology of kanshi, Meiji meika shisen 
明治名家詩選 (Anthology of Famous Masters of the Meiji Era, 1880).69 In this preface, he 
expresses great admiration for kanshi, making the following rarely encountered observation 
about the quality of domestic Chinese verse: 
Since I came east [to Japan] . . . I have sought out eminent earlier poets of this land 
who became masters in their own right, and when I made inquiry into just a few of 
them, I discovered immediately that poets of recent times, in fact, have achieved a 
wonderful balance of style and substance. . . . When I read this selection of poetry 
made by my friend Shiroi, most are master works. . . .70
Despite the social and poetic exchange that was occurring in diplomatic circles, Nanpo 
himself apparently never had occasion to meet Chinese visitors to Japan, nor did he ever 
travel abroad. He remained quietly throughout most of his life in the relatively isolated town 
of Sakai-machi, although it is apparent from his poetry that he kept informed about current 
events in Japan. Nanpo left us no writings that indicate how he viewed contemporary China. 
However, it is conceivable that, like conservative critics such as Ōmachi Keigetsu 大町桂月 
and others, he saw Japan as a last repository for the most illustrious of Chinese traditions, a 
place where the noble “masculine” Chinese language styles of the former samurai elite could 
be preserved as a bulwark against the “extravagant individualism of Western writing.”71 
Many who visited China formed a favorable impression, but not all were upbeat in their 
appraisals of China’s contemporary society and institutions. Marius Jansen observes that one 
of the leading Sinologues of the time, Oka Rokumon 岡鹿門 (Senjin 千仭, 1833–1914), 
who visited China in 1884 and stayed for an entire year, came away with the conviction 
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that China was “a country and society in decay.” He saw it as a society addicted not only to 
opium but also to the Classics, manifesting “obscurantism and cultural conservatism” and 
an unwillingness to move with the times.72 Rokumon’s travelogue, written in Chinese prose 
and titled Kankō kiyū 観光紀游 [Trip Report, 1892] is notable as the “first severe critique of 
China by a kangaku scholar,” one that “opened the door for others to follow.”73 That said, it 
appears that countless active kanshi poets, including Nanpo himself, were largely indifferent 
to, or perhaps unaware of, the often- negative reports about conditions in China. As already 
noted, most appear to have lived quiet lives, seldom giving voice in their poetry to personal 
opinions on politics and the intellectual currents of their time. 
An Overview of Kanshi Activity in the Meiji Period and Beyond 
While much scholarship exists on Sino-Japanese cultural and political crosscurrents 
during the nineteenth century and beyond, little has been done to provide an adequately 
comprehensive overview of Meiji kanshi, either in English or in Japanese. Various studies of 
individual poets (most prominently Sōseki, Ōgai, and Masaoka Shiki 正岡子規) have ap-
peared since the 1930s, especially over the last forty years, but there are scores of significant 
figures yet to be fully investigated, most of them all but forgotten today. Even the fact that 
kanshi continued to be written (albeit by a shrinking number of poets and for a gradually 
narrowing readership) throughout the first half of the twentieth century has been largely 
overlooked, submerged somehow in the vast tide of political and cultural changes that oc-
curred during these decades. These developments actually overwhelmed Chinese writing dur-
ing the 1920s, pushing the composition of kanshi to the margins of literary life, although by 
no means eradicating it altogether.74
While space does not permit an exhaustive account of all the trends and complexities 
of Meiji kanshi, a few further observations follow concerning some of the main poets of 
Nanpo’s era, the phenomenon of amateur kanshi writing, and some of the notable intellec-
tual and political currents shaping kanshi versification during these decades.75 Regarding the 
composition of poetry in Chinese, Watson divides the Meiji age into two periods, the first 
being the age of Seirei influence (via Qing poetic trends), roughly 1868 to 1890.76 During 
these years Ōnuma Chinzan, the leader of the well-known Shitaya Ginsha 下谷吟社 poetry 
society in Tokyo, and Mori Shuntō (1819–1889), head of Sōzōken Ginsha 桑三軒吟社 and 
Matsuri Ginsha 茉莉吟社, were especially prominent, although today they are by no means 
household names.77 Other highly influential poets of this period include Murakami Butsuzan 
村上仏山 (1810–1879), Hirano Gogaku 平野五岳 (1809–1893), Hirose Seison 広瀬青
邨 (1819–1884, an adopted son of one of the leading Edo kanshi poets, Hirose Tansō 広
瀬淡窓), and Chō Sanshū 長三洲 (1833–1895, a disciple of both Tansō and the latter’s 
brother Kyokusō 旭荘).78 Many others writers, among them Yosano Tekkan 与謝野鉄幹 
(1873–1935) and Tayama Katai 田山花袋 (1871–1930), both better known for their ver-
nacular literature, also enjoyed the composition of kanshi.79
Yamaji Aizan 山路愛山 (1864–1917) identified two shorter booms: 1881–1882 and 
1887–1888, which fall within Watson’s first period. He views the first of these as particularly 
significant, although without exactly saying why.80 The burgeoning interest in Chinese ver-
sification he says took place in the early 1880s may have been connected to a “Confucian 
revival” led by Motoda Eifu 元田永孚 (1818–1891) and others in response to the Freedom 
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and Popular Rights Movement (jiyū minken 自由民権).81 Meiji historian Mikiso Hane, dis-
cussing the same period, points to a conservative revival of moralism and cultural nationalism 
in the 1880s, calling it a reflection of Japan’s “growing disenchantment with Western ways” 
and the “indiscriminate imitation of the West.”82 He goes on to explain:
During the 1880s a more conservative philosophy began to permeate the educa-
tional system. A conscious effort was made to replace the more libertarian, indi-
vidualistic values that were taught in the schools with traditional virtues such as 
loyalty to the emperor, filial piety, and benevolence and righteousness. The teaching 
of “morals” was made compulsory and many of the textbooks then in use, like 
Fukuzawa’s works and the translations of Western texts on moral science, were re-
placed by books that were Confucian or Shinto in orientation . . . . Japanese history 
came to be emphasized in an effort to acquaint students with the virtues of their 
own country. . . . There was a marked shift away from the concept that education 
was intended to serve the interests of the individual and toward the philosophy that 
it was primarily aimed at serving the ends of the state.83 
In such a climate, one favoring a return to Confucian and Shinto values and the study 
of the Classics, it is hardly surprising that kanshi would flourish. One must remember that 
kanshi were being written in great quantities by individuals across a wide range of political 
persuasions during these years, and not just by conservatives. These writers included mem-
bers of the aforementioned Freedom and Popular Rights Movement, who composed kanshi 
in astonishing numbers to publicize their political views and give vent to their emotions.84 
Irokawa notes that Chinese poetry during these years was in this way decidedly influential in 
shaping historical events.85
The diverse political currents of the 1880s helped usher in a second wave of vibrant 
kanshi activity in Meiji, identified by Burton Watson as extending from roughly 1890 to 
1911, an era that in his view marked the modern apogee of the genre.86 (Within this period, 
Yamaji Aizan singled out 1899–1900 and 1907–1908 as conspicuous high points.87) Many 
of the poets who were active in this period, including Nanpo himself, had grown up without 
experiencing the strictures imposed by the Tokugawa shogunate. Kanshi for a while retained 
its vigor and popularity, even during and beyond the Sino-Japanese War of 1894–1895, a 
conflict that caused many Japanese to feel contempt for their weakened neighbor.88 Chinese 
writing remained deeply ingrained in Japanese life and culture, and even an event of this 
magnitude could not suddenly put an end to its privileged status. Although not well known 
today, among the most influential figures of these final Meiji decades was Mori Shuntō’s son 
Kainan 塊南 (1863–1911), who like his father was a great devotee of Qing poetry.89 Ono Ko-
zan小野湖山 (1814–1910) and Kokubu Seigai 国分青厓 (1857–1944) were also extremely 
prolific and influential throughout the entire Meiji period and, in the case of Seigai, well into 
the Shōwa era. 
Besides these leading poets and their numerous disciples, there were thousands of ar-
dent amateurs from all walks of life writing kanshi throughout the mid- to late- Edo period 
and beyond.90 Nanpo was one such poet, practicing kanshi outside of the great poetic circles 
of cities like Tokyo and Osaka. These amateur versifiers included Buddhist priests, doctors, 
teachers, military men, and scholars trained in fields such as mathematics, Chinese sinology, 
and medicine. Some lived on the fringes of the literary world as calligraphers, seal-carvers, 
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and artists, while others worked as artisans or shopkeepers, as well as in a wide range of other 
occupations not typically associated with the literary arts. 
In the urban centers countless ginsha flourished, attracting professionals and amateurs 
alike.91 Inaga Nanpo belonged to such a coterie—albeit a minor one whose name is now 
lost—comprising several male amateur poets from his area. Not all of the ginsha were simply 
recreational; the leading poets in some of the better-known societies would, for a fee, correct 
and evaluate poems sent to them by fledgling poets. Chinzan’s group, for example, charged 
individuals two yen per fifty poems edited, which in itself is an indication of the impressive 
volume of verse being produced during this era. 92
Despite the remarkable popularity of kanshi composition in the late Meiji years and the 
large numbers of poets from all social strata practicing the form, the genre was, when seen 
from our current vantage point, gradually becoming moribund. It was destined to decline to 
the point of near extinction in the post-World War Two age, a victim of profound educational 
reforms that vastly narrowed the spectrum of kanshi practice and readership. During the years 
immediately following the Sino-Japanese War, kanbun remained in the school curriculum 
but was taught largely as an element within “national language” or kokugo studies. Certain 
nationalists such as Inoue Tetsujirō 井上哲次郎 (1855–1944), himself a kangaku student, 
appealed in 1895 for Chinese studies to be retained, “even though China had shown itself to 
be corrupt.”93 Nevertheless, toward the end of the nineteenth century various private acad-
emies where kanbun had been taught by generations of teachers steeped in Confucian studies 
gradually passed out of existence.94 At this point, kanbun was effectively a “special discipline” 
rather than “a basic part of education itself,”95 displaced in importance as the leading for-
eign language by English. Following World War Two, kanbun studies again suffered several 
setbacks. In 1947, the discipline was removed altogether from mandatory kokugo (Japanese 
language) studies and made merely an elective, competing for a student’s time alongside 
various other optional subjects such as calligraphy, music, physical education, and drafting.96 
Kanbun also lost its status as a separate accreditation field for school teachers.97 Thus, by the 
end of the Occupation, teachers qualified to give instruction in classical Chinese were close 
to becoming an extinct breed.  
Burton Watson speculated in 1976 that “Chinese studies may yet begin to enjoy a revival 
of interest. The kanshi, with its continuously fluctuating history of . . . popularity and neglect 
in the past, may in fact turn out not to be dead at all but merely dormant.”98 The more recent 
decades have indeed seen a modest resurgence in popular and scholarly interest in Chinese 
poetry. Today, there are many hobbyist groups promoting the art of classical Chinese poetry 
recitation,99 and kanbun has for decades been part of the kokugo curricula of high schools. 
Nevertheless, kanbun seems unlikely to recover the former glory and popularity it enjoyed in 
Nanpo’s day, when people across a broad social spectrum practiced kanshi composition for 
daily amusement. It is to Nanpo’s life, career, and poetic corpus that we now return.
The Poetic Corpus of Inaga Nanpo  
Inaga Nanpo was truly a product of the Meiji age, born in the final years of the Edo 
period. Standing at the crossroads of Japan’s transformation into a modern power, he was 
able to appreciate the virtues of past traditions, which he remembers fondly and reflects 
upon in his verse, while at the same time showing signs of being inspired by the prospect of 
Japan becoming strong and “modern.” Nanpo writes on a moderately wide range of topics, 
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many represented by just one or two poems. We see everything from social-occasional verse 
and nature poetry (some of which is also occasional) to eibutsu 詠物 (Ch. yongwu, poems on 
objects) on conventional topics, such as seagulls and fans, and on exotic modern things like 
warships and air balloons. The largest category of poems in the collection consists of quatrains 
describing natural settings and seasonal phenomena, written either at Nanpo’s home or at va-
cation spots in the countryside and by the sea. The landscapes are generally broad and viewed 
from afar: harbors, mountains, forests, and other vast expanses. Occasionally, they are more 
object-centered, small-scale, and literally closer to home, focusing on concrete images such as 
dryandras laden with dew (poem 27) or a single orchid blooming in a porcelain bowl (poem 
50). Generally, these poems are devoid of lyrical sentiments or any interjection of the self, in 
a manner reminiscent of poets like Wang Wei 王維 (699?–761). The impression they leave 
is that Nanpo wrote them to register having sojourned at a particular place and to take note 
of the things he saw and heard there. 
Some of Nanpo’s nature poems make no attempt to present a particularized image of a 
given object or offer realistic scenic description, aiming instead to achieve a rarified or elegant 
tonal effect through the use of stylized imagery and diction. A typical example is the line 
“The music of piping melodies among the trees of jade!” (一曲笙聲玉樹中, from poem 82), 
which, by likening the call of warblers to flutes and describing the snow-laden trees as made 
of jade, seeks to create an otherworldly, even mystical, atmosphere. The only thing missing 
here is the trope of imagining that one has been magically transported to the land of the 
Immortals. In poem 86 (a quatrain), with its theme of the inseparability of snow and plum 
blossom fragrance, Nanpo’s primary aim once again is to achieve a generalized refined tone, 
especially in lines three and four: “A hidden fragrance in the air—from somewhere wafting 
in 脉脉暗香從那處 / Suspended moon casting shadows from the plum trees’ highest limbs 
月懸梅影最高枝.” In line three, Nanpo employs the time-honored Six Dynasties literary 
device of imaginary confusion, feigning uncertainty as to the source and nature of the fra-
grance, only to have the moon “resolve” the issue in the next line by illuminating the tree. 
This provides a graceful and fitting closure to the poem: having waited patiently until late at 
night for the sky to clear, the aesthete is finally rewarded with a flowery fragrance, perhaps 
the first of the season.                                                             
 Kanshi poets wrote, or at least set, most of their seasonal poems in spring and autumn. 
Winter poems tend to be few, summer poems rarer still; indeed, poets generally shunned 
summer except to lament about the heat and its associated sufferings. In the present col-
lection, however, summer poems constitute the largest portion of the seasonal nature verse, 
accounting for nearly a third of the entire corpus. Poems set in autumn, either explicitly or 
otherwise, are not far behind, numbering around twenty-two. There are six winter poems, 
but none from the spring, unless some of the winter poems are actually set in early spring, 
when there could still be snow on the ground. References to spring occur in three places, but 
no poem is explicitly set in this season, which is somewhat curious. The explanation may be 
that in spring, when the new academic year began, Nanpo was preoccupied with his profes-
sional responsibilities, leaving him with little time to enjoy the scenery, reflect, and versify. 
Winter may also have been a busy season, since there are few winter poems as well. In the 
summer, with its long vacation, Nanpo was able to travel and had more time for writing verse. 
In his summer poetry, Nanpo frequently laments the miseries of the heat and the boredom 
experienced during the vacation, portions of which he spent either in the countryside or by 
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the sea. He sometimes resorted to playing chess and fishing to kill the time, perhaps because 
it was too hot to remain indoors writing verse and looking up words in his reference works. 
Such poems as he could bring himself to write during the hottest days of summer, for ex-
ample poems 30 and 31 below, display a palpable sense of listlessness and frustration:
All I can see are motionless red clouds;  
Hardly notice the light piping of the wind.     
Tiresome! To dispel the summer ennui,   
I clear once more the chess pieces from the board.  
 I go outdoors, and then where do I head?       
To the riverside, fleeing the fierce heat.   
Most days I’m far away from my koto and books;  
Since casting them aside, I keep to the fishing jetty.  
Nanpo’s life was short and marked by health problems, some affecting his stomach. In 
perhaps the most impassioned of his summer poems, Nanpo writes of standing outside “all 
day long,” calling to the servants for ice to cool the “raging fire” within him (poem 45)—ei-
ther an allusion to the stomach pain that plagued him or just to summer thirst. In any event, 
this is the only reference to his physical health in the collection. This seasonal discomfort is 
not present in every summer poem, disappearing when Nanpo has escaped to a remote spot 
in a shady forest or when the cool of evening has finally arrived. In these poems, the mood is 
by contrast calm and relaxed, suggesting a sense of welcome relief.   
Autumn seems to have been Nanpo’s favorite time of year, and a quarter of the poems 
are set in this season. The period after the summer heat had finally gone inspired some of his 
most charming evocations of autumnal beauty and tranquility, poem 38 being one example: 
Flying about, swarms of fireflies—how many pairs of lights?  
At a riverside kiosk I call for wine, drinking by myself.  
Cygnus in the sky above the bridge, I’m moved by the autumn scene.  
A single leaf has fallen from the paulownia by the window.
The bucolic atmosphere of poem 62, below, almost creates the impression that it was written 
to accompany a landscape painting. Having observed the scene before him, Nanpo realizes 
that the heat and the intermittent rain (which has kept the fishing cloaks from drying) make 
this an ideal time for mushroom picking: 
Autumn river—fishing cloaks ever drying in the sun.          
Scattered showers—how many times do they cease then start again?    
For sure tomorrow morning on the path through the hills,         
Where fallen maple leaves lie deep, mushrooms aplenty will grow.  
As the season advances, the mood of the poems darkens somewhat, reflecting an aes-
thetic quality common in mid- or late-autumn kanshi: sabi, the mournful beauty of nature in 
decline, usually observed with feelings of appreciation tinged with sadness and apprehension. 
In poem 58 the poet seems lost in an unrelieved melancholy brought on by the harsh, dreary 
winds and the mournful chirping of cicadas, which grew fainter as winter approached. Every-
thing reminds him of his own mortality, leading to nostalgic recollections of the past:      
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Viewing the moon often evokes the sorrows of growing old;   
Hearing the insects suddenly takes me back to my former garden.     
Many folk at this time of year wear a melancholy air,   
Just when the autumn winds are blowing—fearsome and bleak!             
“My heart grieves all the more today as the winds of autumn blow. / Alone before the mirror 
I sigh, and then I turn away,” Nanpo writes again in poem 64, in the same gloomy mode. 
Here, he is calling to mind a succession of Chinese and Japanese poets who, in the tradition 
of Pan Yue 潘岳 (247–300), gaze into a mirror only to see grey hairs and be reminded of their 
inescapable mortality. 
Autumn was also a time for reflecting upon the departed and visiting their graves. 
Nanpo has included three such autumn poems, in a series collectively titled “Nostalgic Recol-
lections in the Moonlight,” of which poem 67 is the first: 
The moon shines down on Beimang from high above the hills.   
Since my friend departed this world, three years have passed.   
The autumn wind brings no message from down in the Yellow Springs.   
Alone, I write this short poem in the pure light of the moon. 
Nanpo does not identify the person who has died, referring to him only as a chijin 知人 
(friend or acquaintance). Since the poems share the same title, and the third one also indicates 
that the deceased had been gone three years, it seems likely that all three concern the same 
graveside visit. 
Nanpo also wrote travel poems, which were typically set in the countryside or beside the 
sea, and occasionally at a temple. In poem 3, the poet is on a small boat somewhere on the 
ocean near Kobe, heading for Suma by night. One of the few octaves in the collection, the 
poem outlines the sights before his eyes and contains one of Nanpo’s more energetic parallel 
couplets:
Fleeing fish leap up and strike our boat;   
Flying birds sweep by and pass my shoulder.
A note of nostalgia emerges in the second half of the octave, with Nanpo indicating that he 
has visited this destination before and is now recalling that occasion. The moon overhead, 
the traveler’s constant companion, has likely played a role in evoking these memories. Some 
of the travel poems, such as the one above, are devoid of seasonal references, and while there 
may be scenic description it is not typically the raison d’etre of the poem. We note also that 
Nanpo always writes as if alone when traveling, yet he seems to be content with his own 
company.
The collection contains around thirteen social or semi-public poems, most of them oc-
casional and addressed to specific individuals or groups of people, although never to anyone 
in his family. These poems often have a lively, animated quality and display none of the flat-
ness common in the seasonal poems. They also reveal a new dimension to Nanpo’s personal-
ity, showing him as a distinctly social animal and a light-hearted spirit, someone who is more 
than just the solitary figure seen in the travel verse. At times he also appears humble and 
acutely conscious of his duties, as a friend, a citizen of the nation, and as a public servant. 
In poem 2, addressed to a departing visitor, Nanpo is apologizing because he cannot free 
himself from his professional responsibilities to see him off in person, nor has been able to 
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entertain his guest satisfactorily. “Don’t take it amiss if today you find me lacking as a friend,” 
he begins. The poem ends with a conventional note of self-effacing modesty: he has presented 
this verse to compensate for his failings as a host. In poem 12, Nanpo speaks of the pleasures 
of sitting with friends composing verse, an activity that seems to have occupied many hours 
of his leisure time, especially during the rainy season:
Windows sealed by rain for mornings on end.   
Yellow plums now dropping from the trees.   
Such luck to be able to welcome a fellow poet—   
All day long composing verse together.
Poem 22 underscores the value placed upon the ties formed with like-minded scholars:
Those who share my passions and interests are just like family to me!   
Why fret if in this world one hasn’t any brothers?   
Refined pleasures all evening long, carriages long drawn together,   
Help us forget the way we feel about parting company today.
 In several poems, Nanpo congratulates friends on their achievements, generously cel-
ebrating their talents and moral qualities and providing encouragement to acquaintances 
embarking on some unspecified public mission. In poem 73, he alludes ruefully to what he 
viewed as his own mediocrity and lack of career success compared to the person he is address-
ing:
Long ago on the banks of Lake Biwa—friends, we traveled together.   
But which of us was given the chance to ride the crest of success?   
Only the most extraordinary man can feel relaxed and at ease,   
As he rides alone on a soaring dragon far away to the north.  
Poem 19 sounds a similar note of resignation:
Carrying my satchel, east and west, how often I’ve changed schools!   
Short on talent, never desiring reputation or fame.   
Days free from teaching duties, times when I have leisure,   
I idly amuse myself with verse—it’s occupied half my life.
Despite the professed lack of ambition seen in line two, Nanpo reveals later, in poem 64, that 
he in fact possesses “Aspirations as high as the clouds but, alas, in the end no ladder.” Clearly, 
he felt some ambivalence on this subject: although his biography in the family history shows 
that his career trajectory was upward throughout his lifetime and his salary increased steadily, 
Nanpo is typically self-deprecating and quick to diminish what was by all appearances a com-
mendable record of accomplishments.
A related theme seen in several poems is Nanpo’s sense that his professional duties were 
burdensome and almost beyond his capabilities. Using surprisingly dramatic language, in line 
two of poem 42 he speaks of having swept aside “iron locks” to “escape the hardships of life” 
and take a summer vacation at an onsen by the sea. He then goes on to confess that he would 
be happy simply to work at this bathhouse. In poem 2, mentioned earlier, where Nanpo 
apologizes to a visitor for not being able to entertain him properly, he likens himself to a fish 
at the bottom of the sea, “entangled in learning’s web” and submerged in his responsibilities. 
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  Besides the private occasional verse addressed to close friends, Nanpo wrote public 
poems in the voice of a civil servant and citizen of the nation. Nanpo’s public face was quite 
conservative. This is hardly surprising for someone who was a public official, working as a 
school principal in a rapidly modernizing society that nonetheless still adhered to time-hon-
ored values such as patriotism, a sense of duty, and knowing one’s place in society. In poem 
4, Nanpo expresses the conviction that social harmony and cohesion in Japan depended 
upon an unwavering adherence to such values. The key to preserving these norms in chang-
ing times, he seems to say, was to keep alive the memories of local individuals like the Mr. 
Mura to whom this is addressed, who, through virtuous conduct and personal rectitude, had 
benefited their community:    
Although the Way is lofty and abstruse, he taught it methodically.   
Through his great legacy, the people still lead pure and simple lives.   
Not just on the backs of stelae can great virtue be displayed;   
The village altars are a fit place for remembering folk like him.
While wedded to traditional values and institutions, Nanpo also felt admiration for 
modern technology and the emerging military power of the new Meiji Japan. He was grati-
fied to observe the growth in prestige of the imperial house and Japan’s rising international 
status, particularly in Asia. Nanpo occasionally adopts the voice of a patriot, although never 
approaching the stridency of the shishi 志士 (“men of purpose”) poets, with their declara-
tions of readiness to sacrifice themselves in the defense of the emperor and the nation. His 
closest approximation of shishi ardor is seen in poem 66, where he decries the decline of mar-
tial qualities in a world overcome by civil values. At the end, Nanpo rises and dances about, 
brandishing a sword and solemnly chanting verse, presumably of a martial character.         
In poem 26, a quatrain addressed to someone named Noda who is leaving on an un-
specified mission to the Ryūkyū Islands, Nanpo evinces considerable emotional involvement 
in the success of this venture, with a patriotic spirit that is hard to miss:    
Schemes to control how the world turns may need to be recast.   
How can we let things slide this autumn with just a partial win?   
In the southern seas our heroic plans are at a critical stage:      
I’ll watch as you enter the Ryūkyū Islands upon the wings of the roc. 
Despite the apparent sincerity of these sentiments, the persona in Nanpo’s more na-
tionalistic poems seems slightly at odds with the calmer, humanistic aesthete seen elsewhere. 
Poem 75, which celebrates the birthday of the Emperor, never even hints at the possible need 
for sacrifice in the interests of the nation. Similarly, in poem 5, where Nanpo is sending off 
his students as they enter the army, the experience is depicted as a learning opportunity rather 
than a chance for the young to give their lives for the glory of Japan. “In the army every place 
will be like an examination hall,” he writes, adding, “. . . If you can temper and test your-
selves, you’ll join the ranks of the wise.”                   
In what may be a reference to the Sino-Japanese War of 1894–1895, Nanpo reflects in 
poem 24 upon a visit aboard a battle-damaged returning warship, affirming the righteousness 
of Japan’s militarism while taking pains to note the human cost:
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I was glad to learn the battle ended quickly.   
But then reflected on the miseries of the living and the dead.   
Our hostility stems from patriotism aroused;    
This is the way I feel deep in my heart.     
Given what we know about Nanpo, the sympathy for the dead and injured expressed in the 
penultimate couplet leads us to imagine that even Japan’s foes might have fallen within the 
scope of his compassion. 
Nanpo’s occasional verse sometimes resembles a variety of shi poetry generally associ-
ated with the Song dynasty: a warm, chatty, and often whimsical verse that is usually devoid 
of conspicuous literary adornments. The following poem, number 78, written for a bedrid-
den acquaintance, shows a debt to this style:
I’d heard that Sensei has been at home, lying for ages in bed.   
How many times has the weather grown cold, how many times warm?   
I inquired and learned that watershield soup, the season of autumn winds,  
And perch from the lake were the reasons why this gentleman is ill!     
Another characteristic of Song shi poetry is that the boundaries of poetic subject were 
expanded to include mundane, even vulgar, topics. Such thematic tendencies are seen in 
poem 21, about a dredging boat:
Making use of power supplied by motors,   
A chain of buckets into the river cast.   
Through deep mud they’re able to plow their way;   
Passing boats are never again stuck fast. 
The eccentricity of this poem brings to mind the Song poet Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣 (1002–
1060), who composed his famous verse on the topic of lice apparently because no one had 
ever written on this subject. Two poems by Nanpo on hot air balloons display the same novel, 
playful quality, as if the poet realizes he is stretching the limits of convention.                            
Nanpo’s diction is generally plain and straightforward, exhibiting a characteristic also 
associated with Song shi poetry known as pingdan 平淡, a calm limpidness arising mainly 
from the use of simple, even semi-colloquial diction and the avoidance of literary embellish-
ments or conspicuous signs of craft. This feature is most evident in Nanpo’s heptasyllabic 
poems, which tend to be prosy and discursive. Some lines contain redundant-seeming words 
that appear to be present only to make up the requisite seven characters. In poem 9, the line 
“A single cry—a cuckoo calling; where’s it coming from?” (一叫鳴鵑何處所) could easily be 
shortened by two or even three characters without much being lost. 
In most of Nanpo’s poetry, the rules concerning rhyme are observed, but some verses 
display marked prosodic errors. In his four octaves, Nanpo makes valiant efforts to provide 
parallel couplets where required by convention, although he sometimes runs into difficulties, 
which may explain why he seems to have written few such poems. Parallelism is predictably 
rarer among the quatrains, occurring in most instances just partially, in individual matching 
or antithetical phrases rather than in all the words in the couplet. Many lines exhibit enjamb-
ment, especially in the second couplet of the heptasyllabic quatrains where the poem is mov-
ing towards closure, adding to the overall prosiness alluded to earlier. Some lines also lack a 
caesura, further heightening the conversational effect, or else have the break in an atypical 
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position, as in the line “The sentiments of ancient times I often seek in books” (舊情時向卷
中尋), from poem 84, where the presence of kō 向 suggests a two/five division instead of the 
more usual four/three structure.  
With regard to likely poetic influences, echoes of famous poets can be detected almost 
everywhere. Du Fu 杜甫 seems to make an appearance early, in poem 1, where Nanpo la-
ments that he cannot offer his guest any “treats.” This calls to mind Du Fu’s poem “A Guest 
Arrives” (Ke zhi 客至), in which he apologizes to his visitor because the meal will have no 
“complex flavors” (Ch. jianwei 兼味). The reference in the next line of poem 1 to the mix 
of cereals offered with the meal is reminiscent of the rice mixed with millet in Du Fu’s “Pre-
sented to Wei Pa, Gentleman in Retirement.” Resemblances to Wang Wei are also evident, 
particularly in the almost static surfaces of the various quatrains describing natural scenes. 
One can also glimpse the reclusive Tao Yuanming in the poems where Nanpo is on his own, 
sipping wine, enjoying the scenery, and feeling free from cares. 
Overall, however, Nanpo’s debt to past poets seems far less tangible and overt than 
was the case in kanshi written even a century before: appropriations from the works of well-
known poets occur in only about eighteen poems.100 In a verse about the Double Ninth 
celebration, Nanpo does not even give a passing nod to Tao Yuanming, the principal liter-
ary figure with whom this festival is associated. It is almost as though he imagined that the 
custom of picnicking at a high spot on this day to view chrysanthemums and drink wine was 
of Japanese rather than Chinese origins. Nevertheless, Nanpo felt a strong attachment to the 
Chinese poetic tradition. In poems 83 and 84, he praises the brilliance of the poetic masters, 
reminding us that poetry reached its apogee during the High Tang period (ca. 712–756 A.D). 
Elsewhere, he refers to evenings spent hunting down lines and phrases from Chinese classical 
literature.
In summary, Nanpo does not set out to emulate the style or styles of famous prede-
cessors, much less borrow conspicuously from any specific earlier poem, whether Chinese 
or Japanese. His style instead exhibits a generic quality, in that many of his poems sound 
vaguely familiar yet not so familiar that one can readily call to mind the source. Like so many 
among his contemporaries, Nanpo apparently felt little compulsion to borrow heavily from 
the Chinese masters, choosing to define himself mostly through reference to Japanese locales, 
events, and the native culture. This predilection reflects a gradual and long-term trend away 
from Chinese models and a concomitant tendency to view kanshi as virtually a domestic verse 
form. With China only peripherally in his poetic field of vision, Nanpo prefers to focus on 
mundane daily experiences in his own small world: the people he knew, the places he visited, 
and emotions he experienced. 
His health problems and career-related frustrations notwithstanding, Nanpo seems on 
balance to have been a contented and duty-conscious person, a man in harmony with his sur-
roundings and the larger world. A complete picture of Inaga Nanpo will likely always remain 
just beyond our reach, given the limitations of working with little but a small anthology of 
his verse. Nevertheless, readers will find it hard to reach the end of this collection without 
developing a sense of affinity with this man, whose grace, humanity, and literary sensibilities 
shine through in his verse, endowing it with a timeless appeal.
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Fig. 2. Self-portrait of Nanpo with gourd on his back (palimpsest image).
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The Kanshi of Inaga Nanpo
Translated and annotated by Judith N. Rabinovitch and Timothy R. Bradstock






Today I welcome a guest who’s come from far beyond the skies,
Yet mourn the fact that in my kitchen, alas, there are no treats.
There’s wild vegetables, barley rice—but do not laugh at me.
A scholar’s life has always been a life of poverty.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Comment on the translation of Nanpo’s poetry: To retain something of the original poetic 
form, a line in English has been provided for each in the original kanshi in this collection. We 
have also tried to create a euphonic effect approximating the prosodic rhythm of the Chinese 
line by supplying an accented syllable in the English for every word in the original line. At the 
same time, we have not attempted to implement rhyme, wishing to avoid sacrificing fidelity 
and the possible creation of undesirable auditory effects.
Title: Senkei has not been identified.
Line two: “There are no treats” harks back to a poem by Du Fu titled 客至, “A Guest Arrives,” 
which has a line that ends with the phrase 無兼味 “there will be no complex flavors.”
Line three: These are conventional references to poor people’s food and should probably not 
be taken literally. 






Don’t take it amiss if today you find me lacking as a friend.
I’m like a fish beneath the waves in the harbor of Sakai.
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Since getting entangled in learning’s web, so hard to feel at ease.
For now, I’ve written this clumsy poem, which I hereby offer to you!
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line two: Sakai-machi 境町 was a village in Aimi county 会見郡, Tottori prefecture, in what 
is today the city of Sakaiminato (population around 37,000) located at the northern tip of the 
Yumigahama Peninsula, across the Strait from Matsue and about ten kilometers northwest of 
the port town of Yonago. At the time, Nanpo’s family lived in the village of Agarimichi (now 
in central Sakaiminato). 
Line four: “You,” literally “the celestial carriage” (sensha 仙車), a polite indirection. Nanpo is 
apologizing for being unable to accompany his guest and the poem is intended as compensa-
tion.










A thousand miles—returning west by night.
Mist envelops the harbor at the port.
Fleeing fish leap up and strike our boat;
Flying birds sweep by and pass my shoulder.
Fishermen’s flutes, the melodies of the past.
Autumn winds, the sky as it used to be.
Dreams of being in the harbor at Suma;
Dodging waves together with the moon. 
octave, pentasyllabic
Title: Suma is now a residential suburb in the Suma ward of Kobe. It was formerly a fishing 
village, famed in literature for its beautiful harbor and sandy beach lined with pines. 
Line one: “Returning west”: the poet is presumably heading home by sea to Tottori prefec-
ture. 
Line eight: The moon’s reflection appears to be bouncing along in the water with the boat.
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Although the Way is lofty and abstruse, he taught it methodically. 
Through his great legacy, the people still lead pure and simple lives.
Not just on the backs of stelae can great virtue be displayed;
The village altars are a fit place for remembering folk like him.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title: The Mura family was well known in the town of Sakai. The family’s most famous 
sons were Mura Sōhei 武良惣平, a shipping magnate and council member, and Mizuki 
(formerly Mura) Shigeru 水木しげる (b. 1922), the renowned animator and manga artist, 
who was Sōhei’s great-grandson. During the Meiji period, Sōhei turned to the importation of 
printing presses after his shipping business fell on hard times with the advent of the railway. 
We do not know which member of the Mura family is the subject of this poem, although 
the first line suggests that he was a teacher. He was probably no longer alive when the poem 
was composed, but this is by no means a certainty. According to Inaga Shigemi, Jō’s widow 
Kikuno was friendly with Shigeru’s parents, who lived nearby in Sakai.
Line one: The Way refers to Confucian morals and values.
Line two: “Pure” (jun 淳) refers to honesty and simplicity, which were considered key virtues 
for the common people to embrace.
Line three: A stele is a publicly displayed stone tablet on which documents of historic signifi-
cance to a community are recorded and preserved.
5  Meeting Students from the Teachers Training College Who are Entering the Army
[Shōson, Uson, Kōsetsu, and I were given the four characters “literature”(bun 文), “write” (shū 修), “martial” 
(bu 武), and “to praise” (yō 揚). I received “yō.”]





Even those well educated praise martial values, too.  
In the army every place will be like an examination hall.
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The sages’ legacy may be vaster than all the rivers and hills.  
But if you can temper and test yourselves, you’ll join the ranks of the wise.  
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Poet’s title note: Shōson has not been identified. Neither has Uson, but he is mentioned again 
in poem 39. Kōsetsu is undoubtedly the poet’s friend Yamamoto Kōsetsu, whom Nanpo 
refers to by his full name in his notes to poems 20 and 39. 
This poem was written as part of a group composition exercise, with each participant 
apparently required to use a given set of four characters (listed in the poet’s title note) within 
the first line of his own poem. One of these four was also to be used as the governing rhyme 
character of the poem; each participant likely drew lots to see which of the four would be his 
rhyme word. In regulated quatrains, lines two and four had to rhyme, with the inclusion of 
line one being optional. In this poem, lines one, two, and four rhyme, the rhyme words being 
yang (Jp. yō), chang, and nang, respectively. 
Line two: In other words, in the army the students will be constantly tested by new situa-
tions.
Line four: “The wise” is literally “bags of wisdom,” which is to say people who appear to 
be full of knowledge and wisdom. At various times in early Chinese history certain figures 
renowned for their learning had this phrase as their sobriquet. There is also a text by this 
name, compiled by the seventeenth-century Chinese writer Feng Menglong 馮夢龍, which 
discusses wisdom under a series of different headings according to type, e.g., military wisdom, 
verbal wisdom, and so on. Nanpo is admonishing these students to view their military service 
as a complementary experience to their book learning, affording them the opportunity to 
continue cultivating themselves and acquiring knowledge. As an added incentive, he seems to 
be offering the prospect of being remembered and admired for generations to come. 
6  Summer Night [Using an assigned rhyme word]





Beside the pond gentle breezes blowing;
Jewels of dew roll off the new lotus leaves.
The finest time of all to enjoy the cool.
Abundant moonlight on this summer night.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
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Water buffalo returning from the countryside.
People heading back to their villages at dusk.
Where young children are chasing dragonflies,
A mountain rim and a moon the shape of a bow.
quatrain, pentasyllabic






Travelers, I know without a doubt,
Long so much for home they cannot bear it.
Fifth month, mountain village at dusk. 
Cuckoo calling, far off in the skies.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Line four: The call of the cuckoo resembled the Chinese for “it’s best to return home” (不如
帰), thus hearing a cuckoo while traveling traditionally evoked feelings of homesickness.





Alone, relying on pure wine to dispel my summer ennui.
Late at night, upstairs in the house, reflecting on our nation.
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A single cry—a cuckoo calling; where’s it coming from?
High above the Heavenly Bridge, an eyebrow of a moon. 
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line four: Heavenly Bridge, 大天の橋 Ōama no hashi: this would normally be a reference to 
Ama no Hashidate 天橋立, “Heavenly Bridge,” a narrow sandy spit on the Japan Sea coast, 
located in the northern part of Kyoto prefecture. Here, however, it is most likely a fanciful 
reference to the local beach, Yumigahama, which residents of the area know by the same 
name (see poem 20, below). Ama no Hashidate is traditionally ranked alongside Matsushima 
松島, in Miyagi prefecture, and Miyajima 宮島, in Hiroshima prefecture, as one of the three 
most scenic places in Japan.                   






On hot days when the weather is steamy and close,
It gathers coolness, wind coming in waves.  (Cooling winds come through whenever you 
wish.)
Relied upon by people on social occasions;
Plying back and forth, a boon to you!
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Line two: Someone, likely Nanpo himself, has crossed out characters one, four, and five in the 
original line of the manuscript and substituted a three-character phrase alongside. We have 
included the amended textual version to the right of the original line.
Line four: The third character may be an error for 侍, “to serve.”  







Hanging uselessly on the wall, a single jug of wine.
When will we get to toast each other and soothe our inner feelings?
Falling in torrents, never ceasing—rain for mornings on end.
By the pond banks, the sound of yellow plums plopping to the ground.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title: “Plum rains” refers to Japan’s long, humid rainy season, which extends roughly from 
mid-June to mid-July. Plums ripen around the same time.
Line one: The wine jug is hanging “uselessly” (空) on the wall because there is no one to share 
it with. Another possible interpretation is that the jug of wine is hanging empty.
Line three: “Rain for mornings on end” also occurs in the first line of the next poem.





Windows sealed by rain for mornings on end.
Yellow plums now dropping from the trees.
Such luck to be able to welcome a fellow poet—
All day long composing verse together.
quatrain, pentasyllabic






Plum wine and iris brew, in casks beside the river.
Writing verse to bring some comfort to a just official wronged.
Today in all the villages there are pennants at every house;
Healthy young lads, led by the hand, head out the city gates.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
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Title: Celebrated on the fifth day of the fifth month and modeled originally upon China’s 
Dragon Boat Festival (Duanwu jie 端午節), this occasion is known in Japan as Tango no 
Sekku 端午の節句. On this day, the Japanese celebrated the health and future promise of 
their young sons. People flew carp banners (koinobori 鯉幟) on poles, one for each boy in the 
family, as a symbol of health and fortitude, and displayed warrior dolls indoors. The festival 
also featured sweet dumplings and wine spiced with iris roots and leaves. After the Second 
World War, the holiday was renamed Kodomo no Hi 子供の日 (Children’s Day) and is now 
celebrated by boys and girls alike. 
Line one: “Iris brew,” rantō 蘭湯 (Ch. lantang) or shōbuyu 菖蒲湯 in the vernacular, was 
made by steeping irises in hot water, creating a tonic to ward off illness. People also bathed in 
this liquid, at least as far back as the Muromachi age. In recent centuries, iris sake as well has 
been taken as a folk medicine to promote health.
Line two: The “just official” alluded to here is Qu Yuan 屈原 (ca. 340?–278? b.c.e.), a loyal 
and patriotic minister from the state of Chu and the earliest Chinese poet known by name. 
When his homeland was threatened by the state of Qin, Qu Yuan remonstrated with the king 
of Chu, who disregarded his advice to seek defensive alliances with other neighboring states. 
Qu Yuan was slandered at court by various officials, deprived of his post, and sent into exile. 
In 278 b.c.e., after learning that the Chu capital had been captured, Qu Yuan threw himself 
into the Miluo river (in modern Hunan province) and drowned. According to tradition, his 
death occurred on the Double Fifth. It is said that, upon learning of his suicide, the local 
people tried desperately to find him, throwing rice into the water to distract the fish and evil 
spirits and prevent them from devouring his body. These rice offerings later evolved into a 
kind of dumpling called zongzi 粽子, which to this day are cast into rivers on this holiday. 
The search for Qu Yuan is still commemorated with dragon boat races, held on the Double 
Fifth as part of the festivities.






Sun setting beyond the blinds; dark by the distant ford.
Fishing pole now set aside, a fresh catch of fish.
Once back, I tie up my boat below my veranda.
Waiting for me there, a few fellows with sake they had bought.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line four: Alternatively, “a few fellows with sake for sale.” The fifth character means either 
“buy” or “sell.”
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Out for a stroll in the moonlight chanting verse,
Shadows of weeping willows dance about.
Now that the paddies are planted out with seedlings
The raucous din of frogs is heard all around.
quatrain, heptasyllabic






On blue seas it makes its home, freely flying about.
Never has it fallen prey to arrows, shafts, and nets.
Calm, relaxed, content with everything, profound and unknown are its thoughts.
Almost enough to make the old angler forget his clever schemes.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line three: Character 5 in the original text is an unprintable variant form of 冥, being a cross 
between graphs 辧 and 専, which are also variants of the same character.
Line four: According to tradition, seagulls had the ability to read people’s minds and deter-
mine their intentions. Both Zhuangzi 莊子 and Liezi 列子 contain an anecdote about a boy 
who had a special relationship with seagulls, which would flock around him without fear. 
When asked by his father to capture one of the birds, the boy soon discovered that they no 
longer trusted him. In the present poem, the poet is imagining that the seagull has inspired 
the fisherman to shed any ambitious thoughts and perhaps designs on the birds.  In this last 
line, the penultimate character has been inserted to the right of the line. 
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The breeze sends a light coolness through the bell beside the eaves.
Resting my head against the bamboo, the noon shade pure.
A servant boy pours some wine and offers me three cups.
I lie and listen to cicadas in the hills, chirping off and on.
quatrain, heptasyllabic






Riverbank, breezes mild tonight.
Beside the kiosk a newly risen moon.
Sand gulls, fireflies with their lights
Seek me out, here at this hidden place.
quatrain, pentasyllabic






Carrying my satchel, east and west, how often I’ve changed schools!
Short on talent, never desiring reputation or fame.
Days free from teaching duties, times when I have leisure,
I idly amuse myself with verse—it’s occupied half my life.
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quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title note: The text actually has 舳 for 述in the title, which appears to be a scribal error. Yo-
shioka is presumably Nanpo’s friend Yoshioka Kyūsho吉岡笈書, seen in the next poem.
20  At Yumigahama, Gazing Afar [With Yoshioka Kyūsho and Yamamoto Kōsetsu at a gathering, writ-






On one side, a village by the sand; on three sides, the sea.
Pines reflected in water that stretches as far as the eye can see.
How many thousands of sails can be seen within that dim and misty expanse?
Going in and coming out, white gulls in pursuit.
quatrain, heptasyllabic 
Title: Yumigahama is a curving beach about twenty kilometers long, covered in pine trees and 
located along a peninsula by the same name in the northwest of Tottori prefecture, with the 
city of Yonago at the southern end and the poet’s hometown of Sakai (in modern Sakaimi-
nato) to the north. Yoshioka Kyūsho, mentioned also in poems 19, 22, and 23, has not been 
identified. Regarding Yamamoto Kōsetsu, see the notes to poem 5.
Line four: Alternatively, the boats could be pursuing the gulls. 







Making use of power supplied by motors,
A chain of buckets into the river cast.
Through deep mud they’re able to plow their way;
Passing boats are never again stuck fast.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
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Poet’s title note: The use of “bout-rimes” (Ch. xianyun, Jp. gen’in 限韻) became popular in 
Tang dynasty China and later in Japan. In a kind of parlor game, a group of poets would 
begin by agreeing upon a set of rhyme words and then each wrote a poem using them in the 
lines requiring end-rhyme. For octaves, poets employed a group of four or five characters, all 
from the same rhyme category. In quatrains, end-rhyme words were placed in lines two and 
four and optionally in line one as well. 






Those who share my passions and interests are just like family to me!
Why fret if in this world one hasn’t any brothers?
Refined pleasures all evening long, carriages long drawn together,
Help us forget the way we feel about parting company today.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title: Oki (Oki province) is a group of islands to the north of the coast of modern Shimane 
prefecture (old Izumo province) about seventy kilometers from Sakaiminato. Composed of 
four counties, it was famous as a place of exile.
Line two: This line alludes to an exchange between two disciples of Confucius in Lunyu 論
語 (The Analects of Confucius). When Sima Niu laments that he has no brothers, Zixia tells 
him that every man in the world is his brother.
Line three: The notion of carriages (more literally “carriage canopies” 傾蓋) drawn together 
alludes to how, in ancient times, when friends met on the road they halted their carriages and 
linked their canopies in order to chat. The poet is simply saying that he and his companions, 
some of whom may have been only new acquaintances, enjoyed  long and intimate conversa-
tions, as if they had always known each other.







Ever since we parted company how many years have passed?
I never imagined today there’d be a “good go-between.” 
Gazing at the moon in Matsue—dreams of old times together.
Searching here, searching there, a cup of wine in hand. 
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line two: It seems that a mutual acquaintance by chance brought the two friends together. 
The expression “good go-between” harks back to the poem “Meng” 氓 (A Simple Fellow) in 
Shijing 詩経 (The Book of Odes). The relevant lines read, “It’s not that I wanted to delay the 
date / It’s that you didn’t have a good go-between.” 
Line three: The sixth character (not replicable here) has actually been written with the tree 
radical in the middle, rather than 方. We have given the standard form of this character in 
our poem text. Matsue was near the poet’s hometown of Sakai.
Line four: Nanpo might be saying that the two old friends were seeking each other in their 
dreams over the years, while they were apart.










A warship sailed into waters near the coast.
I received permission to come aboard for a visit.
The sides of the ship—cracks were everywhere;
The ship’s mast—marked by cannon balls.
I was glad to learn the battle ended quickly.
But then reflected on the miseries of the living and the dead.
Our hostility stems from patriotism aroused;
This is the way I feel deep in my heart.
octave, pentasyllabic
Line five: The poet may be referring to the Sino-Japanese War of 1894–1895. 
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Distressed by his father and worried about the Emperor—
Tears in torrents, moving a myriad warriors.    
Lamentable how the leaves of the paulownia fall,          
Suddenly filling the garden with autumn sounds.
 　  
octave, pentasyllabic
Comment: This poem, including the title, has been crossed out character by character in the 
manuscript, indicating that Nanpo (or someone else) had second thoughts about includ-
ing it. Taira no Shigemori (1138–1179) was the son of the famous Heian general Kiyomori 
(1118–1181), who established Japan’s first military-dominated civil government. The em-
peror in line one is no doubt former Emperor Go-Shirakawa (r. 1155–1158). All three are 
well-known figures in Japanese history, made all the more famous by the classic war tale Heike 
monogatari. Shigemori, a brave and honorable warrior, distinguished himself as a general in 
the Hōgen and Heiji uprisings of the mid-twelfth century. He is especially remembered for 
remonstrating with his father in a famous scene in Heike: Kiyomori was about to imprison 
Go-Shirakawa, but he was dissuaded from doing so by Shigemori, who placed fidelity to the 
sovereign even above filial obedience. The poem appears to recall this episode, one which 
Japanese readers find moving even today.
Line three: The paulownia (Firmiana simplex or Sterculia platanifolia, Ch. wutong 梧桐, Jp. 
kiri 桐), is also known as the dryandra or parasol tree. Autumn was said to start when the first 
leaf fell from the tree. According to legend, it was the only tree on which the phoenix would 
alight when it visited the earth.






Schemes to control how the world turns may need to be recast.
How can we let things slide this autumn with just a partial win?
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In the southern seas our heroic plans are at a critical stage:
I’ll watch as you enter the Ryūkyū Islands upon the wings of the roc.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title: The duties of Noda (unidentified) in the Ryūkyū Islands are unclear. During the Meiji 
period, the islands were often used as a training ground for civil servants before they were 
given mainland appointments. This place had once been a tributary state and protectorate 
of China. Early in the seventeenth century, Satsuma’s daimyo invaded the islands and estab-
lished control. In 1872, the Kingdom of Ryūkyū was abolished, becoming a han (domain) 
of the Japanese Meiji government and remaining as such until its final annexation in January 
1879, when the Ryūkyū Islands became the prefecture of Okinawa. 
Line one: The events referred to in this line are not known, since the poem is undated.
Line two: The precise nature of the “partial win” referred to here is unclear. It may refer to 
negotiations over which islands should belong to China and which to Japan.
Line four: This grandiose-sounding line is an expression of Nanpo’s confidence in Noda’s 
prospects for success in his mission. The roc (Ch. peng 鵬) was a huge mythical bird, seen in 
the “Xiaoyao you” 逍遥游 (Free and Easy Wandering) chapter of Zhuangzi.






Fish darting in the depths of the lotus pond.
Birds chirping in a grove of hazy trees.
During the night, rain from the corners of the eaves;   
Dew drips down from the green paulownias in the wind.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Title: This poem is the first in a series of eight, labeled as zatsuei 雑咏 or “miscellaneous 
poems.” Zatsuei are informal, sometimes occasional, poems on freely chosen (as opposed to 
assigned) topics. 
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To rain-sprinkled trees the crows have now returned.
A wisp of moon, dusky clouds on the peaks.
Bathing done, I am outside on the veranda,
Which I have to myself! Rich the taste of the wine!
quatrain, pentasyllabic





Cool breeze from beyond the hedge tonight.  
Young bamboo and its shadows, all in pairs.
Cicadas chirping along with the koto music.
So many sounds coming in through the northern window.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Line four: North-facing windows were kept shut during the winter months, when harsh 




無聊消夏臭        
又拂一枰碁
All I can see are motionless red clouds;
Hardly notice the light piping of the wind.
Tiresome! To dispel the summer ennui,








I go outdoors, and then where do I head?
To the riverside, fleeing the fierce heat.
Most days I’m far away from my koto and books;
Since casting them aside, I keep to the fishing jetty.
quatrain, pentasyllabic 





No way is there to flee the heat of the sun—
It penetrates the blinds, invades my hut.
At times I remove my light-sleeved jacket, 
The better to sun the books within my belly!
quatrain, pentasyllabic 
Line four: It was common for scholars to refer to the knowledge they had acquired as being 
“in their belly” rather than in their head.





If they’re not going and climbing lofty mountains,
They’re surely wandering to dark seas and hilly ridges.
Men of letters, poets, and imbibers
One by one are taking leave of the capital.
quatrain, pentasyllabic 
Comment: Nanpo seems to be saying that refined men find it essential to spend time away 
from the capital in order to survive the rigors of summer and broaden their horizons. Kyoto 
(the old capital) is still famous for being one of Japan’s most oppressively hot places in sum-
mer. The circumstances inspiring this poem are unknown, but Nanpo may have been sur-
prised to see so many people from the capital summering in the provinces.
Line two: “Ridges” could instead be “recesses” or even “valleys,” as the final character has 
several meanings.
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On hot summer days the people pray for rain.
When fields are parched, what else can they do?
Those who wish to produce great works of verse,
Should knit their brows just like that talented lady!
quatrain, pentasyllabic 
Comment: When their fields become parched, peasants have no recourse but to pray to the 
gods. Similarly, when poets experience creative droughts they need to seek inspiration by 
revisiting the great poetic masters. 
Line four: The idea of “knitting one’s brows” was associated with the fifth-century b.c.e. Chi-
nese beauty Xi Shi 西施, said to have appeared most lovely when she knit her brows. Others 
tried to imitate her but without success. In the original manuscript the character濟, “to knit 
one’s brows,” has the mouth radical added. We have not been able to find a printed form for 
this variant graph.
 






The blinds of Xiang bamboo are all rolled up,
So that more cool air will penetrate the room.
Dusk, raindrops falling on the pond,
Washing clean the lotus flowers of jade.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Line one: Xiang bamboo was a speckled variety that grew near the Xiangjiang 湘江 river 
in Hunan 湖南. In this context, the reference is probably just a poetic convention and not 
meant to be taken literally. According to legend, the markings on this bamboo were left by 
tears shed by the wives of the Sage Emperor Shun on bamboo growing by his grave.  
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A clap of thunder rolls across the heavens;
Clouds enshroud the trees on hills beyond.
Sitting in the pavilion, beaded blinds rolled up.
A joy to watch the lotus leaves in the rain.
quatrain, pentasyllabic





Flashing, flashing, flying silver strings.
Rolling, rolling, a clap of thunder sounds.
Pond lotus frogs and the rain outside
Suddenly make the music of pipes and drums!
quatrain, pentasyllabic
38  Paulownia by the Window in Early Autumn [With friends; words to be used in the title were 






Flying about, swarms of fireflies—how many pairs of lights?
At a riverside kiosk I call for wine, drinking by myself.
Cygnus in the sky above the bridge, I’m moved by the autumn scene.
A single leaf has fallen from the paulownia by the window.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
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Line four: According to tradition, autumn was said to begin when the first leaf fell from the 
paulownia.
39  Inscription for a Painting of a Group of Blind People Evaluating a Ding Bronze Ves-






Rapping it, making bell-like notes and playing it like a drum:
“B” refutes what “A” asserts: how can the ding be real?
They’ve only looked at one side and not the other three.
Pitiable those folk in the world who’ve lost the use of their eyes!
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Poet’s title note: On the identity of Nanpo’s companions, see the notes to poems 5, 20, and 
23, above.
Line two: That is, might the ding be a forgery? A ding was a variety of bronze vessel used in 
court ceremonies during China’s Shang dynasty. 
40  Visiting the House of a Buddhist Priest on a Summer Day [Written at a gathering, using 






Resting on a pillow amidst the chirping of cicadas.       
Water drawn from a spring—fine tea is brewed.
Summer and the Brahma is in his palace.
I forget the heat, for a lingering purity prevails.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Line one: In the manuscript, the first character is 縺, “to receive,” which is probably an error 
for 歇, “to rest.” 
Line three: The “Brahma” is the priest whom Nanpo is visiting.
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Sixth month, and yet it feels like autumn.
So cool within the Brahma’s ancient city.
Half a day spent visiting the priest.
Homeward bound; my stick bears a lingering purity.
quatrain, pentasyllabic






Clothes, straw hat, lent by the bathhouse to make me comfortable.
Iron locks I’ve swept away to escape the hardships of life.  
Running a bathhouse is something I’d be quite content to do;
Easy, too, to sell fishing poles to people passing by!        
quatrain, heptasyllabic









They opened a seaside bathhouse in the sixth month of this year.     
From east and west travelers come, boats along the banks.     　
Strings, songs, pipes playing—from whose families these girls? 　
Performing dances as dusk approaches—whence all these young men?     　
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Floating, floating between the waves, flocks of herons and ducks.    　
Two by two upon the sand, mandarin ducks in pairs.    　
For ten days I’ve tarried here, a splendid place to summer.    
Though the dog days have now set in, there’s a special coolness here.　
octave, heptasyllabic










To flee the heat I came in search of a place with verdant shade.   
Myriad layers of giant trees, shadows reaching the skies.  
The land extends to a hidden valley where folk are all refined.
The path disappears near scorched reeds and grass that’s almost seared.
Jade shattering in the stream—water rushing over stones.
Jasper qin borne by the wind—the chirping through gaps in the branches.
Rays of the setting sun still linger above the western hills.
A puff of rosy clouds upon the distant peaks ahead.
octave, heptasyllabic
Line three: The reference to a hidden valley where refined people dwell seems vaguely remi-
niscent of the famous story “Peach Blossom Spring” (Tao hua yuan ji 桃花源記) by Tao 
Yuanming.
Line six: The last character is written indistinctly but appears to be 隙, which would work 
well with the previous character, creating the phrase “gaps in the branches.” However, this 
word does not fit into the rhyme scheme: all the other rhyme words are in the en rhyme cat-
egory. 約琴 “jasper qin”—a stringed instrument with decorative jasper trim.  







Leaning on the gate, all day long, urgently calling for ice;
Just one lump would cure the raging fire in my belly.
The plants and trees have now turned yellow, leaves have fallen off.
No cicada heard in my quiet garden to make the day feel cool.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Lines three and four: Although the flowers are dying and trees are shedding their leaves, it is 
because of the intense heat, not because it is autumn. Hearing cicadas, which are associated 
with autumn, would have created at some level the illusion of coolness.






Alone I pole my skiff along the water;
The night allows for an outing beneath the moon.
The cool breeze is colder than the water.
Here on the river, the air feels like autumn.
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Poet’s title note: 仝上, “same as the above,” refers to poem 45’s title note, which explains the 
occasion for the verse.






Where’s my old home?—he searches about, leaning on his stick.
Can we bear to listen to such misery, him moaning in the snow?
He knocks on the shutter, not on the door, which appears to be locked.
Distress that reaches as high as the stars, heart set on going home. 　
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quatrain, heptasyllabic






Now his soul is resting in peace—to what place has he gone?
It happened on this very day, since then a year has passed.
Incense to burn, shallots and wine, but he has made his way home.
Lantern before me I stand alone, here beside the grave.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line one: It is unknown whose death is being remembered in this poem. 
Line three: The incense, shallots, and wine are offerings made to the spirit of the deceased.






Many maidens there beside the brazier;
An autumn night, sitting steeping tea.
Entire painting fragrant—I’m almost drunk! 
Exactly like the flowers on a day in spring.
quatrain, pentasyllabic







Paulownia on the path by the well, air turning murky and dark.
Wind and dew at the edge of town, an early cool in the air.
Rising up, something delightful, there in the porcelain bowl:
A single fragrant orchid emerges, heralding the autumn. 
quatrain, heptasyllabic





Dark now the clear blue water that long carried the green hills.
Foolishly I traded my tea and wine to take an elegant ramble.
Joyfully I saw this morning beneath my study window,
A single leaf from the paulownia falling, heralding the autumn.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line one: “Carried the green hills”: Nanpo appears to be referring to the reflection of the hills 
in the water. This reflection lasted throughout spring and summer but is no longer seen, now 
that the season is changing to autumn and the water has darkened.
Line two: Maybe the poet is disappointed in the scenery and believes he would have been 
better off staying at home with his tea and wine.





I listen carefully to what the leisured one says;
Brokenhearted, the feelings of the traveler.
The west wind presents the same face to all,
Yet we hear the sounds of autumn in different ways. 
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Line one: The “leisured one” is not identified, perhaps a retired friend or a Buddhist priest.
Line two: The traveler is likely Nanpo himself.
Line four: Nanpo may be observing that whereas his companion has detached himself from 
the troubles common in the world of work, he himself cannot escape his own problems. 
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Other interpretations are also possible.






The cicadas’ voices have faded away, yet still the grasshoppers chirp.
So fresh, the garden’s flowers and plants, laden now with dew.
How I cherish the trees I planted during the months of spring!
All of them filled with autumn sounds, right outside my window.
quatrain, heptasyllabic






Sail made of woven silk—a boat made of rattan.
It needs no oars of magnolia wood nor help from masts and poles.
A single load of hydrogen—a thousand jun of power!
Soaring aloft with the wind and clouds, ascending to the Nine Heavens.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line three: The balloon is imagined as having the power to lift a thousand jun 鈞 (Jp. kin). A 
jun was about forty pounds, although the actual weight varied over time. 






Human ingenuity at its peak surpasses that of Heaven.
Who created this “wind boat,” released it aloft in the sky?
High into the realm of the moon and into the world of the stars—
Its route to the clouds sooner or later will get it there and back.
quatrain, heptasyllabic






Between the shores of the Silver River the water stretches afar.
The imperial highway barely reaches as far as the Magpie Bridge.           
The wind and rain have been kind to them, ceasing for a while;
Throughout the year, only tonight do they have their joyous reunion.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line one: The Silver River (Amanogawa 天川) is the Milky Way.
Comment: In the Tanabata (Star Festival) legend, on the seventh day of the seventh month 
Hikoboshi, the Herdsman star (Altair), crosses the Milky Way to meet his wife Orihime, the 
Weaving Maiden star (Vega). According to the legend, after the two married they neglected 
their work, so Orihime’s father, the Lord of the Heavens, forced them to lived at opposite 
ends of the Milky Way, permitting them to meet only once a year. However, the first time the 
two attempted to meet on the designated date there was no bridge to bring them together. In 
response to their plight, a flock of magpies came and made a bridge with their wings, enabling 
Orihime to cross the Milky Way. If it happens to rain on this day, the magpies are unable 
to come and the two lovers must wait until the following year for their reunion. The festival 
originated in China and has been celebrated in Japan since Nara times, growing in popularity 
during the Edo period.





Distant the Silver River, appearing like fireflies in a swarm.
No clouds at all throughout the skies; moonlight fills the garden.
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They celebrate the Double Seventh in every home tonight,
All offering melons and fruit to honor this pair of stars.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line three: The Double Seventh is the seventh day of the seventh month in the lunar calen-
dar.






Viewing the moon often evokes the sorrows of growing old;
Hearing the insects suddenly takes me back to my former garden.
Many folk at this time of year wear a melancholy air,
Just when the autumn winds are blowing—fearsome and bleak!
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title: On bout-rimes, see the notes to poem 21.






My mountain home, after everyone has left:   
All night long, so hard to fall asleep.    
Autumn, and the crickets are aggrieved;   
Each chirp reaches me here on my pillow. 
quatrain, pentasyllabic
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White dragon—if you change into a fish,
The fisherman will affront your dignity.
You’re not a creature whose place is in a pond;
Here’s your chance to “ride the clouds and rain.”
quatrain, pentasyllabic
Line four: The expression 乗雲雨機 means to take advantage of one’s awesome power and 
put it to good use.
Comment: The particular circumstances giving rise to this poem are unclear, but it appears 
to have been inspired by an anecdote in the “Zheng jian” 正諫 (Righteous Remonstrances) 
section of Shuo yuan 説苑 (Garden of Words, first century b.c.e.). In this story, the king of 
Wu 呉 wanted to go and drink with the common people, but an official advised against this, 
saying it was too dangerous. He told the king a parable about a white dragon that descended 
into a deep pool and changed itself into a fish, only to be shot in the eye later by a fisherman. 
The dragon laid a complaint with the Lord of Heaven, who showed him little sympathy, say-
ing that he had been foolish to endanger himself by changing into a fish in the first place. The 
official concluded by telling the king of Wu that by going out among the people he was acting 
like the white dragon: unnecessarily placing his safety in jeopardy. 






In the vastness of heaven a watery beauty like lovely glimmering jade;
All night long I enjoy the sight, chanting in the moonlight.            
I won’t let Chang be married and sent where she’s hidden away by clouds.
My poetic muse will pursue her all the way to the palace on the moon.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
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Lines three and four: These allude to a mythological lady named Chang E 嫦娥, said to have 
stolen the elixir of immortality from her famous archer-husband, who pursued her to the 
moon. There she ruled as Goddess of the Moon, after being transformed into a frog. The poet 
is whimsically imagining himself as her adoring suitor, willing to journey to her palace and 
save her from being married to someone else.






Autumn river—fishing cloaks ever drying in the sun.   
Scattered showers—how many times do they cease then start again?  　
For sure tomorrow morning on the path through the hills,           
Where fallen maple leaves lie deep, mushrooms aplenty will grow.
quatrain, heptasyllabic







Clumps of mushrooms—where’s the place to go in search of them?　
A servant boy, on his own, carrying a bamboo basket.
Half a day of wandering about, basket not yet full,
He scrambles up the cliffs ahead, off into layers of clouds.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line two: At the end of this line the text has 藍 (indigo), which we believe is an error for 籃 
(basket). 
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獨對鏡前様阻狎(裟)   
Throughout my life, how often have I found myself in the mud?  
Aspirations as high as the clouds but alas, in the end, no ladder.
My heart grieves all the more today as the winds of autumn blow.  
Alone before the mirror I sigh, and then I turn away.   
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Poet’s title note: From the Heian period, it was common at poetry composition gatherings for 
poets to draw lots for a character and write a verse using it as the rhyme word. The practice is 
called tan’in, “drawing rhymes.”






Throughout my life, at every turn so many idle plans!
But why lament if when near the sea you’re far from rivers and hills?
“Mid-autumn, bright moon, geese flying in formation”—
Such words if not in a sad song are in one you’d write while drunk! 
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line three: “Geese flying in formation” is more literally “flying in the shape of the character 
行,” which is to say, flying in a V-shaped formation. The image of migrating wild geese is 
common in autumnal poetry and is associated with homesickness, loneliness, and separa-
tion. 
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A time when many have forgotten martial skills,
And our nation’s prestige is drowning in civil values.
I rise and wave my three-foot sword about, 
Chanting ancient verse with deep emotion.
quatrain, pentasyllabic






The moon shines down on Beimang from high above the hills.
Since my friend departed this world, three years have passed.
The autumn wind brings no message from down in the Yellow Springs.
Alone, I write this short poem in the pure light of the moon.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line one: In ancient times, Beimang was a cemetery northeast of China’s capital city Luoyang 
洛陽. It came to represent cemeteries in general.
Line three: Yellow Springs—the underworld, where the spirits of the deceased were said to 
reside; also called the Nine Springs. 






The road between the living and the dead—so hard to find one’s way.
Three years have slipped away; my regrets grow ever more deep.
I endure the sight of the moon tonight, high up in the sky.







Eternal parting—sadness inside, our bond unsevered still.
Time is rushing past like water, three years now gone by.
Here tonight at Beimang, where might you be found?
The moon shines down on weeds that grow upon the mound of earth.
quatrain, heptasyllabic






Climbing high, up we go, on a path winding to and fro.
Signs of the season all around, alongside every house.
A bunch of old men who’ve come to this place—please don’t laugh at us!
We want to show the boys the way to taste those yellow flowers.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line four: It was traditional on the Double Ninth to drink wine containing yellow chrysan-
themum petals, which were supposed to promote longevity. Gentlemen went into the hills to 
picnic, drink, and view the chrysanthemums, said to be at their best on this day.
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Abandoned hall, no one here, autumn lonely and bleak.
The old monks have gone away, far into the clouds.
In the quiet courtyard fallen leaves cover the flowing water.
A tumbledown pagoda, broken bridge, and many roosting owls.   
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line four: The owl in Chinese and Japanese culture was considered a sinister bird, associated 
with the netherworld.






Autumn suburbs, for ten miles I walk along the banks.
Acres of buckwheat coming up and rice in paddy fields.
Suddenly, the sound of footsteps startling wild ducks—
Flying and wheeling, quacking, quacking, sunset in the west.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
73  Sent to Master Teramoto [He is in Hokkaido]






Long ago on the banks of Lake Biwa—friends, we traveled together.
But which of us was given the chance to ride the crest of success?
Only the most extraordinary man can feel relaxed and at ease,
As he rides alone on a soaring dragon far away to the north.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title:  Nanpo’s friend Teramoto is unidentified. The nature of his mission to the north is also 
unknown. 






Maple leaves, a holiday, and everyone’s busy sightseeing.
People at leisure all around, intoxicated by the autumn scenery.
They’d hardly remember that last night a cold, strong wind was blowing,
And north of the mountains, south of the mountains, an early frost was seen.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line two: The sightseers might also have been intoxicated literally. 






Noble virtue that knows no bounds reaches all the people.
In this world Emperor Meiji has lived for twenty-nine springs.
Heavenward I gaze this morning, the birthday of our Lord.
The birth of the perfectly benevolent one occurred this very day.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
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Title: Emperor Meiji (r. 1867–1912) was born 1852.11.3. During the Meiji period this was 
a national holiday, known as Tenchō-setsu 天長節. 
Line two: This poem was apparently written in 1881.






Alone, I clutch a Xi bag with a qin three feet long.
Dawn, I seek a quiet spot, somewhere far away.
West wind, full moon, autumn marching on.
Maple leaves resembling flowers all over the lofty peaks.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line one: The Xi 絵 were an ancient tribe that lived north of China. The reference to the bag 
is probably just fanciful.
Line four: The maple leaves in their redness remind the poet of the cherry blossoms in 
spring.






Seeking a distant secluded place, I went deep into the hills.
Dwellings off in the white clouds, set among pines and rocks. 
Mornings, I bathe in magical springs; evenings, phrases I seek.
Thirty days removed from the world, living among the immortals.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line three: Nanpo is probably combing ancient texts for phrases to use in his poems. 
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I’d heard that Sensei has been at home, lying for ages in bed.
How many times has the weather grown cold, how many times warm?
I inquired and learned that watershield soup, the season of autumn winds,
And perch from the lake were the reasons why this gentleman is ill!     
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title: Mr. Murakami is unidentified. 
Line one: Sensei: a polite form of address for scholars, professionals, and respected seniors.
Line two: In other words, how many years have elapsed since he took ill.
Line three and four: The suggestion here is that Mr. Murakami’s malady is merely due to 
homesickness. Nanpo is probably just trying to lend heart to his friend and maybe does not 
believe he is seriously ill. In line three, the text has the scribal error 斛美 where 縢寒, “water-
shield soup,” is correct. These two lines allude to a third-century Chinese poet named Zhang 
Han 張翰, who resigned his high office one autumn (traditionally a time when people longed 
for home) because he missed the local food of his home district, especially the perch (or sea 
bass, Jp. suzuki 鱸) and the watershield soup. See Jin shu 晋書 (History of Jin), biography 62, 
for this account. The Heian poet Minamoto no Shitagō 源順 (911–983) alludes to the same 
story in the fourth poem in his series “Five Laments,” found in Fusōshū 14. 





When the year grows cold my friends and I reclaim our poetic muse,
But you alone are gravely ill and cannot leave your house.
It’s just as if when the plum blossoms are drifting about in the air,
The yellow warbler hasn’t yet appeared in the springtime garden.  
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line four: The Japanese bush warbler or oriole (uguisu) is a spring bird prized for its beautiful 
song. Murakami’s being absent is like a spring without warblers.
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Bleak and lonely beyond my window covered by fallen leaves.
Nothing but chilly sounds from the pines in the middle of my garden.
I delight in seeing the camellia blossoms by the hedge along the bank
Quietly releasing their pure scent, how charming they appear!
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Comment: This poem and the next have identical rhyme words.






How I love the plum blossoms—their simple honesty surrounds me. 
And in lofty excellence, what can compare to the Five Great Lord Pines?
The icy orb of the moon tonight, here at my study window
Quietly spreads its light silk gauze, which caresses its lovely face.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line two: The original text has 太夫, which appears to be an error for 大夫, a traditional 
term for high officials and later for venerable old pine trees. In 220 b.c.e., while praying to 
Heaven at Taishan (泰山, Mt. Tai) in Shandong province, the First Emperor of China sud-
denly encountered a great downpour of rain. He took shelter under some pine trees, which 
so impressed him that he decided to give them an official title, Wu Dafu Song (五大夫松), 
meaning “The Five Great Lord Pines.” 
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Plum buds about to open, a slight breeze blowing.
The warblers never cease their song, awaiting the spring thaw.
Mountain village, twelfth month, today the snow has stopped.
The music of piping melodies among the trees of jade!
　
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line four: The text has 王樹, which appears to be an error for 玉樹 (gyokuju), literally “tree 
of jade.” This connotes a magical tree of the immortals but sometimes refers specifically to 
the locust tree, enju 槐.






Poetry peaked in the High Tang age, melodic rhythms divine.
Writings cultivating ancient righteousness, prosodic rules renewed.
This lingering brilliance for a thousand years has never disappeared—
Long will the works bequeathed to us enlighten our descendants.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line one: The High Tang (712–756) has traditionally been regarded as the apogee of Chinese 
poetry.
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I reflect upon the singing and writing that took place during those years—
The sentiments of ancient times I often seek in books.
The soul of this verse has managed to last, its noble spirit remains.
We still record how the plum blossom is a friend to the cold.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line four: Plum trees bloom in the winter and are thus a symbol of endurance in the face of 
adversity and friendships that stand the test of time. “Record” (記) could instead be trans-
lated as “remember.”






The road through life so fraught with peril—easy to suffer reverses.
Your family, as always, is exceptional, sprinting ahead of the rest.
Familiar now with your virtuous legacy, the teachings you’ve handed down,
I find the merit of your acts of kindness ever more profound!
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Title: Mr. Satoda is unidentified.






Whistling, holding my poetic staff, I linger on and on.
Middle of the night, beyond the window snow tapering off.
A hidden fragrance in the air—from somewhere wafting in.
Suspended moon casting shadows from the plum trees’ highest limbs.
quatrain, heptasyllabic
Line one: A staff that poets leaned on as they walked and recited poetry.
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APPENDIX 1
Nanpo’s last known kanshi, a quatrain, from the 1901 festschrift in honor of Ōnishi Genyū 
(see the Introduction):
世事多矛盾  This world of ours is full of contradictions:  
醫家少攝生  Doctors seldom attend to their own health.   
攝生君矍鑠  Yet you take care of yourself, are hale and hearty—   
還伜老初程  Sixty now and beginning the journey to longevity.
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NOTES
1  In 1902, the population of Sakai-machi was 1,725. In the remainder of this essay, we will refer to 
Sakai-machi simply as Sakai.
2   We wish to express our appreciation to Professor Inaga Shigemi 稲賀繁美, great-grandson of Inaga 
Nanpo, for giving us the opportunity to study and translate this rare collection of poems and for assist-
ing us in countless ways throughout the project.
3   For details, see Ōnishi 2003. Genyū resided in Kagawa (old Sanuki province). 
4   “Ie no enkakushi” 家の沿革史, in Inaga 2003, pp. 739–75. 
5   The genealogical tree of the Inaga family was nominally split in 1890 when Keishirō married and 
established a separate home removed from the main family estate in Agarimichi 上道.
6   Eizaburō (Eizō 榮三) was born in 1857, the eldest son of Sasaki Fuyu 佐々木ふゆ, second wife of 
Teijirō 貞次郎. Eizaburō died in a cholera epidemic in 1895.
7   Both girls were actually Keishirō’s older sisters. Asano 朝野 (“Asa”) was born in 1856, Tomino 富野 
(“Tomi”) in 1862. They were respectively Teijirō’s second and third daughters by Fuyu. Teijirō’s first wife 
Matsuno 松野 died on 1854.10.5 at the age of thirty-five (by the kazoedoshi system). 
8   In other words, Keishirō was roughly five foot five, his chest measured about thirty-five inches, and 
he weighed around 115 pounds.
9   The obituary details are based on an account by Kiyo きよ, Keishirō’s widow, transmitted orally to 
her children. She offered similar accounts to her grandson Inaga Keiji after her son Jō’s death. All of the 
factual details in this article regarding the Inaga family are from Inaga 2003, pp. 736–74 in the family 
history, with additional details obtained orally from, and through correspondence with, Inaga Shigemi. 
The short account translated above is found on p. 750 of this work. 
10   Information received in correspondence with Professor Inaga (in 2008) sheds light on the recent 
history of the original manuscript. For many years, it was apparently among materials held by his grand-
mother, who lived in Sakaiminato. Inaga’s father Keiji rescued these documents in November 2000, 
following an earthquake that had severely damaged the house, and they ended up in the family home 
in Hiroshima around 2002 or 2003 (Keiji himself had meanwhile passed away on 11 April 2001). One 
of the documents salvaged at the time of the earthquake was the aforementioned family history (“Ie no 
enkakushi”), which came to Professor Inaga’s attention. In this document, Nanpo’s one-volume poetry 
collection is mentioned, just following the notation of Nanpo’s death. Inaga had seen the family history 
on one occasion during his childhood. When, in the middle of 2003, he finally encountered the kanshi 
collection in a sack of family documents (originally from the Sakaiminato house), he recognized it as 
his great-grandfather’s work, aided by the reference to it in the family history.
11   Regarding the family genealogy, there are two slightly different versions. The first is by Jō; handwrit-
ten and unpaginated, it appears at the beginning of the Inaga 1943 manuscript “Ie no enkakushi.” A 
typed version of this genealogy is in Keiji’s expanded and revised family history, dated 1990. The origi-
nal genealogy by Jō does not record which of Teijirō’s wives produced which children, although Jō does 
make the matter clear in the family history itself. The second known genealogy is a revised handwritten 
version prepared by Inaga Keiji in the mid-1970s (according to Professor Inaga) and reprinted on the 
inside of the covers of Inaga 2003; it indicates the maternity of Teijirō’s children.
12   Using the Konjaku Mojikyō 今昔文字鏡 software, we have represented the variant graphs as accu-
rately as possible. Where non-standard orthographies appear, we have placed their orthodox equivalents 
in brackets alongside, except where the variant is well known today as a tōyō kanji. 
13   The family tree indicates that Teijirō was the foster son of Saibei 才兵衛 and his wife Sanさん. 
14   “Enkakushi,” in Inaga 2003, p. 743.
15   This village-wide shift followed a succession dispute over who would be chosen as chief priest of 
Shōfukuji 正福寺, a Sōtō Zen temple in Nakanomura 中野村. The citizens of Agarimichi were back-
ing a local priest named Bukkan 佛観, the temple, another candidate, Dōkai 道海. We thank Master 
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Nagai Mitsuaki 永井光明, chief priest of Shōfukuji, for providing us with the details concerning this 
affair, in correspondence dated June 2008.
16   Fuyu was born in 1826 (Inaga 2003, p. 743). Elsewhere, her birth date is listed as 1818.12.23, 
which appears to be an error (see ibid., p. 747), given her reported age at death (70). See ibid., p. 749. 
17   Ryūji became the fifth generation family head in 1887, the year after his elder brother Shūichirō’s 
death. He had no children except an adopted son, Shibutani Kumajū 渋谷熊十 (b. 1873), whose 
daughter Kikuno was later married to Keishirō’s son Jō. 
18   Inaga 2003, p. 743.
19   Ibid., p. 748. This location appears to be the site of the recently built Mizuki Shigeru Kinenkan, a 
memorial museum near Sakaiminato Station. Following Keishirō’s death, the house and land it occu-
pied were sold to the wealthy Ikuta 生田 family, then well known in Sakai as restaurateurs. His son Jō 
later owned a house two doors away, to the south and just across a small moat from the Ikuta restaurant 
gardens (Inaga 2003, p. 759).
20   It had two stories, together with an outbuilding, and occupied some seventy-five tsubo of land. See 
Inaga 2003, pp. 748–49 and 756–58.
21   For details concerning Keishirō’s career appointments, see Inaga 2003, pp. 751–53.
22   Adachi Sei, later a resident of Yodoe 淀江, where he became principal of an agricultural college, also 
served as Jō’s private kanbun teacher. See Inaga 2003, p. 760.
23   Keishirō’s last recorded salary was twenty-four yen a month, including all earned income (Inaga 
2003, p. 753).
24   Ibid., p. 749.
25   As an historical aside, we note that a close friend of Lafcadio Hearn’s named Nishida Sentarō 西田
千太郎 (d. 1898), who was an English teacher and high school principal in Matsue, happened to have 
been a patient in the very same hospital a few years earlier, also suffering from tuberculosis.
26   Inaga 2003, p. 753. 
27   Ibid., pp. 759, 763. 
28   Iichirō was born in 1890, his brother Tei the following year. There were two girls as well, Fumino 
文野 (b. 1872) and Kiyoshi きよし (b. 1887). Kiyoshi may have also gone to live with her uncle after 
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APPENDIX 2
Facsimile of the Inaga Nanpo Manuscript
The manuscript bears no title, only a note on the cover page, evidently written by Nanpo’s 
son Jō, which reads, “My deceased father Inaga Nanpo’s Posthumous Manuscript.” The rest 
of the manuscript, however, is probably in the hand of Nanpo himself, given the presence of 
corrections in the poem texts, although we cannot rule out the possibility that the manuscript 
is a transcription by Jō instead. 
—Reproduced by courtesy of Inaga Shigemi
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